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A Message
From the Headmaster

As this year draws to a close there are so many memorable

moments that are etched in the minds of all members of the school

community. Perhaps most notable was the Rec. Hall/Tuck Shop

fire on the evening of Saturday, March 3 rd
. 1 actually missed all of

the excitement on campus on that frigid weekend as I was away at

the annual NA1S conference in Boston. Taking the initial phone

call to learn what had happened was rather unnerving. Fortunately,

no one was hurt and all faculty, staff and students were calm and

supportive of each other at the time of that crisis. Thankfully,

everything fell into place quickly that evening and now we are in the

process of building a new and improved Student Center that will

open in the Fall. I see all of this as a metaphor for what is really

important at Stanstead College. This is a busy and demanding

school. However, at the core, ours is a very supportive community

that knows how to come together when it matters most. Upon
reflection, this is perhaps our greatest attribute as a school commu-
nity. We remain small enough that strong bonds between people are

formed here which is perhaps what sets us apart from many other

schools that have grown too large and impersonal - too institutional.

This has been another successful year on many fronts. Academically, we witnessed the reintroduc-

tion of music into our curriculum in grades seven through nine. This was very well received by the

students and the sound of music on the campus has been most pleasant. More students than ever have

completed challenging Advanced Placement courses at the senior level and public speaking and

debating gained a higher profile this year. I was also pleased to see the high quality of work in the Junior

and Senior Science Fairs. Athletically, this had to be a record year with a host of championships and

outstanding performances in football, soccer, cross-country running, hockey, basketball, and rugby. In

addition to good coaching and high expectations, our strong sense of school pride seems to be the engine

behind so much success in competitive sport here in the Eastern Townships and at the Provincial and

national levels. Our extra curricular programme was more formalized this year with Thursday

afternoons dedicated to clubs and an expanded community service programme. I believe this has added

more balance into our students’ lives and has provided unique opportunities to learn beyond the realm

of the classroom or a competitive team environment.

I would like to take this opportunity to especially thank our faculty for all that they do on behalf of

our students. Learning does not stop at Stanstead College with the final afternoon bell. Learning

opportunities are actually available to our students seven days a week. Our teachers demonstrate a

commitment that reflects a deep love of education and sense of caring for students that is outstanding.

I would also like to send a special thank you to basketball superstar Vince Carter for sending the right

signal to young people about the value of education. Although already famous and a multimillionaire,

he made it a priority to attend his university convocation in May on the same day of his seventh game

playoff final. Many in the media were outraged and called him selfish. I call him wise and thank him

for the courage to send the signal to society at large that education must be a priority, without which

we cannot move forward. We have certainly moved forward at Stanstead this year and I am excited

about what the future holds for our school. Christopher Shannon
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Sealed: Mr. A. Simard, Mr. N. Southward. Mr. P. Ashworth, Mrs. H. Shannon, Mr. C. Shannon, Mr. B. Denney, Mr. G. Telling, Mr. A. Elliot.

Standing: Mr. C. Wells, Mr. C. Williams. Mrs. L. Gittens. Miss J. Smith, Miss B. Wadleigh, Miss T. Keeble, Mr. S. Simpson, Mrs. S. Telling, Miss J.

McCurdy, Mr. A. Houghton, Miss D. Stuart, Mrs. L. Atkin, Mr. M. Salkeld, Mrs. B. Elliot, Mr. E. Van Dyke, Mr. G. Chandler, Miss M. Mihaljevic,

Mr. V. Jansen, Miss J. Hew, Mr. E. Grenier, Mme. C. Chartrand, Mr. M. McNamara, Miss E. Simard, Mr. J. Padilla, Miss C. Campbell, Miss L. Getty,

Mr. P. Channell.

HEADMASTER
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Mrs. Leila Atkin B. A.. Dip. Ed
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Mrs. Barbara Elliot B.A.. Dip.Ed.

Miss Janice Hew B.Sc., B.Ed.

Mr. Adam Houghton Dip. S.M.

Miss Tracy Keeble B.Ed

Miss Jennifer McCurdy B.A., B.Ed., Cert. Special Ed.

Mr. Mike McNamara B.A.
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Mr. Jose Padilla M.A.
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Mr. Brian Denney B.A.. B.Ed
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Mr. Christopher Skelton B.Sc., P.Eng
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Mrs. Joanne Carruthers B.A.

Miss Karen Cushing B. Comm
Mrs. Bisia Williams B.A.

Miss Cynthia Baldwin

Mme. Isabel Marcotte B.A.
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ASSITANT DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
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r Back row: J. James, M. Marino, G. Eder, A. Anderson. Middle row: D. Comeau,
J. McRae, T. Jacobi, J. Lee, G. Journet, K. Bujold, C. Angarita, S. Elliot, I. Chavarie,

|

A.Parker, M.P. Germain, L. Melendez. Front row: M. Hunt, S. Iglesias, K. Cuenant,

L. Campbell, Mr. C. Shannon, Headmaster, V. Bonneau, J.S. Gagnon, S. Gillespie,

L
E. Moseley.

4 Stenstead College

THE PREFECTS

HEAD PREFECT OF THE SCHOOL - LINDI CAMPBELL

WEBSTER HOUSE DAVIS HOUSE

1 Valerie Bonneau Head ofHouse Jean Sebastien Gagnon

i Carolina Angarita

1 Lindi Campbell

1 Isabelle Chaverie

I Marie-Pier Germain
1 Sofia Iglesias

Gustl Eder
Jack Lee
Massimo Marino
Luis Melendez

Emmet Moseley

COLBYHOUSE BUGSEE HOUSE

Sarah Gillespie Head ofHouse Kane Cuenant

Keely Bujold

j
Daniel Comeau
Sarah Elliot

Tamara Jacobi

Gwenaelle Journet

Alex Anderson
Jon James
Matt Hunt
Jesse McRae
Adam Parker
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Board of Trustees

Officers

Honorary Chairman

Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Chairman of the Executive Committee

Treasurer

Secretary

Trustees

Georges Beaubien

Frances Beauregard

Eleanor Campbell

George V. Carter *

Robert Colby

Richard H. Colt *

Robert Cowling

Eileen Curran

Tracy Emms
Bridget Fetterly

Clark Fletcher

Christiane Germain

Joseph Levy *

Rick McRae
Gordon McGilton *

James V. Poapst *

Yves Quintal *

* denotes members of Executive Committee

Advisory Committee
Drew Fagan E. Alvin Maas

Jonathon Goldbloom J. Scott Morgan

Samuel MacCallum

Honorary Trustees

Thomas C. Camp E. Stewart Cowen
Charles W. Colby Malcom MacDonald

John H.E. Colby

Eric T. Webster

Gordon L. McGilton

Geoffrey Wagner

Georges Beaubien

Joseph Levy

Albert S. Rich

J. Dugald Ross *

Ron Spaulding

Hugh Thomson

Geoffrey Wagner *

Philip Webster *

Tom Williams

Michael T. Wolfe *

Matt Price-Gallagher

Anne Ramirez

Rick Renaud

Peggy Montgomery

Eric T. Webster

Lome Webster
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Headmaster’s Office

Mr. Christopher Shannon,

Headmaster

Ms. M. J. Gaboriault, :

:

Administrative Assistant

$ %

Mrs. J. Carruthers, Mr. A. Elliot, Mrs. S. Marrotte

Admissions Office
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Development & Communications

Left: Ms. L.Gittens, Director of Development. Mrs. C. Houghton.

Alumni/Development Officer.

Right: Ms. L. Getty, Communications Officer

Jr

University Guidance Office

Mr. B. Denney. Mr G. Chandler



Mrs. B. Williams, Ms. L. Getty, Ms. K. Reynolds

Left: Mr K. Skelton, Business Manager Right: Miss J. Cass, Secretary,

Mr. C. Jacques, Accountant. Ms. H. Ledoux, Accountant.

Library

Business Office
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A. Buzzell. T. Middleton, S. Lang, R. Smith, E. Parent, M. Seguin.

B. Flanders

i: .

-
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Laundry & Cleaning

Maintenance

N. Demers, C. Haskell, J. Dustin, W. Kimpton, A. Sheldon, M. Benoit,

E. Flanders, J. Tilton, L. Benoit
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Mrs. H. Wrathmall, Mrs. S. Prince, Mrs. L. Lapenna, Mrs. L. Belanger.
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Left: M. Y. Lavoie, Right: Mr. M. Maclure, Mr. M. Bonsquet. Mrs. S. Dubois,

Mrs. S. Webb, Mr. C. Bourgouin, Mrs. C. Davidson, Mrs. S. Sayer.

Kitchen Staff
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the things we do...

Webster
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the things we do...

Davis
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the things we do...

Colby
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the things we do...

B ugbee
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Opening Days
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CAN-AM?
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10s GoTo QuebecQv
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Cafe Caouccino
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Grade IITrip
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Raftin
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Animation
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CASINO NIGHT
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Womens March

Activities
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March Trip 2001 -

Spain & Portugal
The destination for this year’s March trip was to the

sunny climate of southwestern Europe and to the

specific countries of Spain and Portugal. We stayed in

the southern “Costa del Sol” of Spain and in the south

and western regions of Portugal.

The itinerary put together by Exotik tours included a nice mix of tours and free time and

the hotels were generally (with one hill-top exception) well placed near the city centres.

A surprise was that it included a one-night stay-over in Zurich at the end of the trip,

which caused a last minute panic in terms of obtaining visas. The group of 17 students

and two teachers embarked on Swissair out of Montreal, connecting through Zurich anc

into Malaga, Spain.

While on the trip we were treated to beautiful weather. Major cities and sights included

Seville with its beautiful cathedral, the sunny resort town of Albufeira, the bustling

metropolis of Lisbon, Cordoba with the unique mosque, Granada with its Alhambra and

quaint Tapas on every street corner, and back to Torremolinos for our final night in

Spain. After one night in Zurich, the group flew back to Montreal and we went our

separate ways in the final few days before school

resumed.

Of course, any trip of this sort cannot happen without

incident. Some of the more memorable were“Westside”

Rick’s rather expensive phone call and Lauren’s wonder

ful first day when nothing went right. All in all, however,

this was one of the best groups with whom we have eve

traveled. We had a very pleasant visit and dinner with

former faculty members Paul and Dorothy Duncan in

Albufeira. They were spending six weeks of winter in a

small resort town nearby and made the effort to hook up

with the students, many of whom they knew well.

Thanks to the folks at Exotik Tours and to Victor our

guide, and Miguel our bus driver foi

making the trip such an enjoy-

able adventure.

Mi

Denney and Mr. Simard
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Fashion Show
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COACHES: Mr. A Elliot

Mr. A. Simard

CAPTAINS: A. Anderson

M. Sicard

—

=

Back row: C. Guzman. B. Schmidt, J. Palacios. R. Studli, M. Lemyre.

P. Ross, A.Wagner. Middle row: Mr. A. Elliot, S. Breton, S. Lue. R. Bolduc,

M. Mahayani, D. Besner, T. Spirk. A. Houck, N. Hobbs. R. Peretta, Mr. A. Simard.

Front row: M. Hunt, A. Brassard. J.S. Gagnon, A. Anderson, M. Sicard,

T. Gauthier, J.N. Robitaille, J. Laberee.

Pre-season training camp for the 2000 edition ot the football Spartans opened in early September with numerous question marks. With only 9 members

returning from the 1999 team and a total of only 22 players on the roster, the situation did not look encouraging. However, during Hie next two months the team

surprised everyone (including the coaches) bv compiling a perfect 7-0 record. Along the way the Spartans won the Senator Howard Trophy (Stanstead/B.C.S.) for

the fifth consecutive season as well as claiming victory as E.T.I.A.C. league and playoff champions. Over the course of the season the team outscored it s

opponents by an impressive margin of 260 to 1 2. Veiy early on in the season we realized that this team was characterized by a nucleus of quality athletes and

not by big numbers or depth. With nine two-way starters and the good fortune of a remarkably injury free season, the team persevered and built on its successes

weekafter week. Season highlights included a great weekend trip to Oakville, Ontario and a convincing victory' over Appleby College. Our most memorable

experience however, came on homecoming weekend. On a beautiful autumn afternoon, with the 2000 Spartans and past generations of the Stanstead football

fraternity standing side by side, the football field was dedicated to Alex Philip for his 35 year contribution to the school and football program both as a player and

coach. Following the ceremony and in front of a large crowd of supportive alumni, the team went on to an impressive shutout victory over our arch rivals from

B.C. S. This year's team was characterized by perseverance, sportsmanship and above all else humility. Congratulations to all 22 members of the 2000

championship squad.

A- Elliot A. Simard

M.V.P. Alex Anderson

Major "S” Alex Anderson. Aaron Brassard. Tomas Gauthier

John Laberee. Mohamed Mahayni, Mark Sicard

Senior "S" Nick Hobbs, Mathew Hunt. Jean-Nicolas Robitaille
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E.T.I.A.C CHAMPIONS

Perfect Season

Winner of the

Senator C.B. Howard Trophy
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COACH:

CAPTAINS:

Mr. M. Salkeld

Mr. S. Simpson

Pat Rowan,

Kensuke Aoki
Back row: Mr. S. Simpson, E. Moseley, T. Chanpen, A. Prebola,

R. Hennessy. M. Siemsen, Mr. M. Salkeld, L. Wiedenmann, J. James.
J. McRae. M. Whitney, S. Lay, I. Chen. Front row: A. Parker. D. Yoon,

M. Marino, G. Eder, P. Rowan, K. Aoki, L. Melendez, J. Lee, N. Jongvanich

'Ss ^ A

The 2000 season for the senior hoy's soccer was successful and enjoyable. The boy’s finished the

season with a 8-1-1 record in ETIAC games and a record of 12-3-2 in all competitions- The highlight

was securing tire playoffchampionship against BCS at Galt, to accompany their league title. The
game was won 2-1 with goals from Simon and Neo, and showed the spirit and desire present

throughout the season. The team showed belie! in their own ability, and dominated not only the

final, but also most of the games they played throughout the season. Despite excellent performances

in regular league play, they saved their best performances for the CAIS tournament that was
professionally staged at Stanstead. While the tournament ended prematurely, the team had shown
that they were a real force to be reckoned with and had already secured a top eight finish. Special

mention goes to the award winners: Simon, Lionel, Adam, and Gustl, who performed at consistently

high levels all season and received senior Ss. I thank the Major S winners who showed excellence in

skill level, commitment and leadership throughout the season, captains Pat Rowen and Kensule
Aoki (who won the Bobby Moore MVP award) for their efforts and support throughout the season.

Thanks to Mr Simpson and the whole squad!

Coach Mark Salkeld

'Ss
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Back row: D. Comeau, S. Elliot, G. Joumet, I. Chavarie.

S. Labrecque, J. Wilson. K. Wright, L. Campbell, K. Campbell,

M. Raouf, C. Fullerton, S. Ward.
Front row: S. Iglesias. K. Bujold, Mr. E. Van Dyke. M. bill.

T. Jacobi, Mr. G. Chandler, M.P. Germain, A. Thibeault.

(?r
The 2000 edition of the Senior Spartans represented a new focus for girls' sports at Stanstead

opening the team ‘embarked on a successful 22 game schedule that included ETIAC, CAIS,
Exhibifion and Playoff competition. At the end of October, the Spartans compiled a 14 wins 6

losses and 2 ties record. They placed 5th
at the CAIS Tournament at Country Day School. _ 1 place

in both the ETIAC League anti Playoffs, L' place in the Stanstead Invitational, and 2nJ place at the

Galt Invitational Tournament. In addition, the team scored 74 goals, recorded 10 shutouts and had 4

players score 20 points or more. These results alone are impressive, however the most remarkable

characteristics of this team included a tremendous will to learn, a desire to work hard in practices

and games, the ability to put into games what they had learned in practice and most importantly,

the girls played with great team spirit. They were great to watch and even more iun to be. with.

Congratulations to Senior “S” winners Janice Wilson and Sarah Elliot tor solid and consistent

defensive and offensive play respectively as well as great models tor team spirit. Special mention is

awarded to Major “S” winners Caitlin Fullerton and captain Megan Lill tor outstanding contribu-

tions. Congratulations to all team members for a very memorable and tun season.
e Coach Chandler and Van Dyke
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TEAMS
ROUND-ROBIN DIVISIONS

Division A Division B

Country Day Armbrae

Division C Division D Division E

School Academy
Albert

College

Bishops

College

Lower
Canada
College

Royal St.

George's

College

Pickering

College

St. John's

Kilmarnock

School

Ridley

College

Stanstead

College

R.C.S.

Netherwood
School

Upper
Canada
College

SPONSORS:

Holy Trinity

School

Halifax Hillfield- Ashbury King's- Selwyn

Grammar Strathallann College Edgehill House

School College School

St. Andrew's
College

St. George's

College,

Vancouver
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Back row: Mr. G. Telling, D. Malussena, A, Gtngras, C. Channell, J. Fritz,

K. Won. J.F. Mathieu, E. Rodriguez, R. Patron. M. Andrade, B. Perez,

Mr . M. McNamara
Front row: A. Shoshan, J.M. Lanot, E. Petrousseviteh, M. Studli, A. De
Fuentes, X. Gauthier. J. Cravioto. J. Elliot. T. Wood.

Three things were remarkable about the Junior Boys' Soccer Team this year: the absence of
returning players, the incredible improvement in skills and knowledge of the game and the determina-
tion and spirit shown in the face of potentially-crushing results. Since all wire new to the team, it

took the players time to get accustomed to the coaches' expectations. However, there were some
examples of exceptionally talented play in the opening tournament at B.C.S. and a tie was pulled off

against Selwyn House. Two promising players were brought up early from the Bantam level and the
team ‘limited damage’ for the first part of the regular season with two losses and a game against
Richmond that ended in a tie. In the return match, we gained the victory which had previously
eluded us. In mid-season, the boys forced an unexpected but well deserved win over B.C.S. at home.
The team earned itself a spot in the playoffs. All participants showed .great determination throughout
the final game and narrowly succumbed to MVR in the semi-final. Overall, it was a very productive
season and thanks must go to Coach McNamara for all the inventiveness and persistence he put into

improving the skill and conditioning of our players. Coach Telling

Hf
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COACH: Miss. J.Hew

CAPTAINS: P.T Lacroix

Brigette Channel

—w

Back Row: R.Jacobi, M.Emrlch. P.Lavoie, M.Qutob, C.Angarita,

S.Iserhoff, B. Roberge. A.Burke, P.Lacroix, J.Lasa, S.Granofsky,

L.Cuenant. J.Lopez, A.Macias, AGuigauri, J.Pape, L.Macneil, M.Toyama.

Middle Row: Miss D.Stuart. N.Desjardins, B.Channell,

N. Lussier, J.Zhang, A.Newman. L.Lopez, A.Judge, J.Moar,

S.Helie, V.Bonneau. R.Harbit. C.Buenos Ros, L.Thies,

D.Amezcua, A.de Alba, I.Solis, S. Pederson. R.Larochelle,

S.Nunnelley, A.Liu, F. Lee, C.Downing, Miss J.Hew.

Front Row: C.Zhou, M.Tang. F.Veillette, M.Lemyre,

C.D'Allesandro, M.Lemay, S.Gillespie, K.Yoshike, L.Mcdowell,

K.Cuenant, J.Mcdowell, C.Villeneuve. E.Stuart, B.Forino,

R.Retchless, S.Cheng, K.Aoki. J.Hauss, L.Wong.

Yet again. Cross Country Running boasted the largest Stanstead Team with an
attendance record of 50 students. Fortunately, I had lots of help from Ms. Diana
Stuart, the Co-Coach, and the two managers. Erica Stuart and Teddy Astono. The
team consisted of Juniors, and Seniors. Everyone was a dedicated member and had a

desire to improve their endurance. We were able to do this on the trails, on the track

and in the pool. We had a fun and eventful season that included competitions (Terry

Fox Run. BCS. Galt, and Stanstead) and expeditions (Pinnacle and Ogden Trails).

Junior S’s were awarded to Rhett Jacobi and Shawn IserhofT. Rhett would train by
running up Jay Peak and Shawn enjoyed the 17 minute practices since that was all he
needed to finish 4 km. Brigette Channell and Paul-Thomas Lacroix were the recipients

of Major S's. Paul-Thomas won the William Greenshields Memorial MVP Trophy.

Congratulations to the entire team! Janice Hew
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The beginning of the year brought a promise of new hope, a new chance, a new year,

2000 could be the one we won the playoffs! We started the season off with a faff loss

against Galt. 3-1. We were new, it was our first game and we still didn’t really know each

other. We played B.C.S, we fought and we won in a close 2-1. We were to play the Galt A
team. We played Galt to tie them in a 0-0 fight to the finish. Later that week we played

our last game. Having almost two months practice with each other, we knew we could

finally make the playoffs, and we won l-0.This win took us to the semi-finals. M.R.V
ended up winning the finals. This year’s team captain was Landon Comeau (Bo), and Alex

Marcotte was our goalie. We even had other teams telling us what a good goalie we had.

We may not have won it all. but we certainly had the most fun we could have got out of it.

Never give up! It’s not whether you win or lose, it’s how much fun you have!

loach Jose Padilla
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(Back row: Miss T. Keeble, M.M. Theriault, S. Leblanc, A. Acosta, M.
Libby, M. Labonte, L, Shannon, E. Anderson, J. Smith, M. Bourassa,
Miss B. Wadleigh.

Front row: C. Wood, C. Marrotte, J. Bauer, H. Hutchins, C. Grossman,
|H. Birge, K. McNamara, M. Fortier, M. Lemay^ r

i/)

This soccer season prodded us with 18 girls who were excited about the opportunity
to play for the Stanstead team. When the days flew into weeks, it was evident that we
had a talented group of girls who loved the game. As their skills developed, so did their
ability to be team-oriented, focusing on the games being played and challenging their
opponents with the utmost respect. The team let it be known that they would not back
down to anyone. Coaches and referees would compliment the girls on"their conduct on
the field and the fact that they played an aggressive but fair game. Practices were
enjoyable and the girls worked hard throughout the season. Many learned new skills
while others refined their talents. Teamwork and support were key areas that could be
seen in this group of girls. We hope that the memones of the season will stay with the
members of the team for a long time. We would like to congratulate Kim and Hannah
for achieving their Bantam “S' awards. These players exemplified leadership, sports-
manship and what team spirit is and should be all about. In closing, this season has
been an enlightening experience in which everyone learned a great deal. Thank you for
an enjoyable season of soccer.

-Coaches Keeble and Wadleigh.
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COACHES:

CAPTAINS:

Mr. M. McNamara
Mr. C. Wells

A. Anderson

P.T. Lacroix

P. Rowan
' a

(ft
The 2000-2001 senior boys’ hockey season was one of the most talented ever at Stanstead.

Although the season ended on a sour note with a 4 - 2 loss t In the provincial championship, the team

posted a 24 - 12 - 1 record. Season highlights included tournament win at Bishop's and Howard
Billings . Also a third consecutive silver medal in the extremely competitive CAN-AM. The 2- 1 overtime

loss to Northwood in the finalwas heartbreaking, but also our best effort ofthe year. We played with

skill and great detennination. We deserved a better outcome. A thankyou goes to my co-coach,

Mr.Wells, who did a fabulousjob in my absence. His advice and support during the season was
appreciated. Thank you, also, to Alex Anderson, team captain, who worked hard to motivate his

teammates . Thanks to Mr. Ross and his team ofvolunteers for yet another memorable Can-Am. I

also want to commend every player lor their effort and the sacrifices they made during season. The

season didnot end aswe had hopped, but we battled until the final instant ofthe lastgame and you
should he proud ofall that you have accomplished! Mr. M. McNamara

&
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COACHES: Mr. G. Chandler

CAPTAIN:
Mr. E. Grenier

Alex Caron

ft. — —
Back row:A Thtun, J. S. Rancourt, J. M. Lanot M. Grossman, B. Perez,

M, Theriault E. Ronsse, MT. Lemyre, L. Commeau. Middle row: Mr. E.Grenier, R Patron,

A Shoshan,A De Las Puentes, X. Gauthier, J. Elliot N. Hobbs,

R Studli. MR Lemyre, C. Guzman. S. Lay, B. Bourassa, Mr. G. Chandler

Front row:A Marcotte, C. Muir, S. Breton,A Couet Morin, A. Caron,

A Wagner, F. Veilette, M. Studli, D. BesnerAbsent: A. D'Amour

^ —

f

t " 1

There’s no sense in mincing words, this year’s junior and bantam boys’ hockey teams were a challenge for the coaches. The boys varied

incredibly in skating ability, skill and determination. This, coupled with the fact that we had no league and therefore boys could move up and

down through the levels, we never quite had the chance to really put our best team on the ice at any given time. The lines took some time to

gel and when they did, we often had a man in the penalty box and lost our momentum. Though we played below .500 in thirty games over

the season, we did have success and our character came through at crucial times. Thejunior team almost walked away winners from our

flrst tournament a week into the season at BCS and lost to a much more skilled Centennial team with 3 seconds left - a real heartbreaker.

We were finalists in our home tourney and hung in there to the extra man on the ice - losing again by one goal to Northwood. The bantams
posted a winning record versus BCS and next year plan on adding Galt to the list of teams we have bested over the season. We have some
good individual players who recorded some great stats and the future looks bright, however hockey truly remains a team game and, in that

spirit, congratulations go to the “S" winners for showing us what desire to succeed is: Alex D'Amour, Mike and Remi Studli, Jean-Sam
Rancourt and Anthony Thuin. -Coaches Eric Grenier and Graham Chandler

f/
{

COACH: Ms. E. Simard

J. Laberee

CAPTAIN: Mona Raouf

v - w

Of

Back row: C. Grossman, J. Lasa, V. Bonneau, S. Birge, F.C. Lee Middle
row: Miss E. Simard, C. Marrotte, A. Acosta, A. Newman.
M. Cortina, C. Fullerton, L. Lopez. H. Birge, C. Wood, J. Labaree.

Front row: S. Iglesias, K, McNamara, E. Anderson. C. Angarita,

S. Granofsky, M. Raouf, S. Wood, K. Bujold, S. Ward
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CAPTAINS: M. Lill

L. Campbell

Back row: Mr. E. Van Dyke, D. Stewart. S. Gillespie, L. Thies, T. Jacobi,

M. Lemay, J. Wilson, S. Campbell, S. Elliot, D. Comeau, B. Channell.

Front row: L. Campbell. M. Lill

(t. , "ft
History was made this year. Here s how.

After a successful 1999-2000 campaign (2 tournament victories and
2 ttd place at the Bailly), the 7 returning players decided to commit
themselves more fully to the upcoming 2001 season. Being day
students, they practiced twice a week together during the summer at

the Atnaron Gymnasium, honing their skills and. more importantly,

developing court sense and creativity. It worked.

Although only 1
1
girls showed up at opening day tryouts (including

three walk-ons and one lone player coming up from junior), it was
nevertheless a deep, talented, well-balanced group, with 6 guards and
5 big men. With increased focus on man defense, the team started the

year audaciously, at 10 - 0. From that point on, the season only got

better: a victory over perennial powerhouse Galt for the first time in

13 years, BCS Tournament 3rd place, Mtl Independent Schools Tourna-
ment Silver Medal (highest finish ever), Stanstead Invitational Cham-
pionship Banner, LCC Invitational Championship Plaque, ETIAC
League Championship Banner (1

st ever), ETIAC Playoff Championship
Trophy (1

st ever), Bailly Small Schools Provincial Championship
Banner (l sl ever). McLeod Provincial Consolation Banner (highest

finish ever). Final record : 28 - 6. Avg points allowed: 30. Avg points

scored: 48. Simply put, the most accomplished Spartan girls basket-

ball team in history.

Congratulations and sincere thanks to all team members for an
unforgettable season. Through commitment and hard work you have

garnered well-earned and unparalleled success, and even had a little

fun doing it. In the process, you have served notice to the rest of

Quebec that Stanstead College now boasts a high school basketball

program that can be included among the province's elite. The bar has

been raised, and with most of the team coming back 1 look forward to

these increased expectations being met next year, and perhaps even

surpassed. To Lindi and Melissa, thank you for all you've given to the

program, and good luck in university. To those returning, stay in

shape during the off-season, because I cannot wait for the 2001- 02

edition of Stanstead Senior Girls Basketball. Trust me, it's going to be

a !! NICE ONE !!

Coach Van Dyke

|l- ... "
j
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COACHES: Mr. A. Simard

Mr. S. Simpson

CAPTAIN:

vv
-

M. Marino

Back row: I. Chen, J. Lee, D, Li, A. Liu, G. Eder, L, Wiedenmann. D. Yoon.

F. Ou. M. Ou, J. Hsu, S.K. Cheng, Mr. S. Simpson. Mr. A. Simard

Front row: M. Marino

(ft

This season started with high hopes but ended being another up-and-down year. While

last year we beat Galt in our own gym, this was the first time in a decade that we had

accomplished this feat on their home floor. With two regular season victories, we

qualified for the ET1AC playoffs over BCS, but our unimpressive loss in the semifinal

game against MVR ended our season. Our season was marred by two separate injuries.

We were an exiting team to watch at times. I did enjoy working with the team and

with my assistant, Sam “Gappie” Simpson. He was a valuable asset to the program,

Ian Chen was simply the best manager in the business.

Congratulations to award winners:

Senior “S": Su-Kai Cheng and Massimo Marino

Major “S” and Amaron Trophy: Lionel Wiedenmann Mr. A. Simard
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Back row: Mr. V. Jansen, L. Yoon, S.K. Lee, P. Chiu, L. Zhao, J. Palacios,

J. Fritz, J.F. Mathieu, M. Sun, T. Creary, S. Kim. Mr, A. Houghton.

Front row: J. Stuart, C. Georgevitch. J. Ou, M. Andrade, C. Staniforth.

3^

(fr

COACHES: Mr. V. Jansen

Mr. A. Houghton

&

The Bantam / Junior Boys Basketball program team began the season with mostly untested talent.

Only a handful of students had played organized basketball previously. For the first time in years a

Bantam Boys team was added to the Stanstead sports program in order to assist in the continued

development of a strong basketball program. The players were schooled heavily in basketball

fundamentals to build a foundation of skills, knowledge, and the team concept. There were

moments of excitement with dose, come from behind victories against Richmond and Royal St.

Georges. The Bantam program provided a glimpse of hope for the future as the team went unde-

feated. Interpretations of the principles of basketball were difficult at times as was the role of man-

to-man versus zone defence, but as the season wore on the determination, desire and effort

remained high. This group lacked the experience to be competitive at the junior level this year, but

better days are ahead. All team members showed the heart and desire to practice, play and learn for

an enjoyable season. The coaches thank all the players for their hard work and effort and look

forward to building on the successes next year. Mr V, Jansen
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CAPTAINS: B. Bolouri

A. Gillespie

"

iff

Back row

:

K. Ridley, J. Moar, C. O’Hara, V. Armstrong. M. Wood,
A. Channel], J. Lemay, K. McNamara, A. Thibeault, Ms. M. Mihaljevic

Front row: B, Bolouri, A. Gillespie

The junior girls’ basketball team this year was small in number and in physical stature.

However the latter did not stop the girls from giving it their all when faced with physically

bigger and stronger opponents. As with any season, challenges presented themselves
along the way and at times the defeats were hard to swallow, but as the season progressed

so did each player and the team as a whole. By the end of the season not only did we have
a solid team unit on the court we had a wonderful relationship off the court. The girls in

every sense were a TEAM they supported and respected each other. It was an absolute

pleasure to watch each girl develop their potential as the season unfolded, as a result, the

competitive nature on the court increased and so did the number ofour wins. The season

ended on a high note with a 3rd place finish within the league.

Miss M. Mihaljevic

Of
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Back row: J. Bauer, M.M. Theriault, S. Leblanc. L. Shannon,

M. Labonte, M. Fortier. M.E. Lemay, M. Bourassa, Miss J. Smith.

Front row: M. Libby, H. Hutchins.

a.

COACH: Miss. J. Smith

CAPTAINS: H. Hutchins

M. Libby

^

—

—&)

This year saw Stanstead College add a new Bantam Girls' basketball team to its roster. The
girls had a successful season although it may not be evident to one looking at the score

sheets. With several girlswho had never played basketball before in their lives coming out

for the team, we knew we had our work cut out for us. Over the course of the season, the

girls began to understand the game and improve their skills in shooting, dribbling,

rebounding and playing defence. I was impressed with their willingness to learn and their

determined spirit, even when the going was rough. The girls' season was not one for the

record books, but is definitely one that will be improved upon in future seasons.

Congratulations to Hope Hutchins and Marie-Eve Lemay for winning a Bantam “S".

Thanks for a terrific season girls! I look forward to seeing you on the court next year!

Miss J. Smith
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COACHES: Mr. C. Williams

Mrs. L. Atkin Back raw: T. Nguyen, K. Yoshiike. R. Jacobi, A. Burke. K. Guenant, P. Sawaya.

K. Iwasaki. K. Aoki, M. Hum. Mrs. L. Atkin Front row: P. Lemeux. J Haddad,

C. VilleneUve, M, Oyadpmari, M. Toyama, P. Supino, P. Vincent-Marquis, S.Gericke,

B. Bernard, E. Stuart

& ^
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This year was a real pleasure to coach; with a disciplined enthusiastic; team that:

were always ready for a; challenge. The season went by quickly as everyone got

involved and played to their maximum. The Stanstead College Squash Team had a

winning- attitude, sportsmanship and improved their skills by leaps and bounds.

We were proud of them when we travelled to B.C.S. They showed great scores and

plenty of class. Thank you to all the players for the good times and good squash

that we shared and looking forward to seeing some of you next year. A special

congratulations to Paul Sawaya and Erica Stuart for winning the Squash- Trophy.

They had an exceptional season. All the best team!

Mrs. L. Atkin

J)
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Back row: J. Lim, P. Lavoie. T. Astono, L. Melendez. B. Schmidt, J. Hauss.
Middle row: J. Lopez, M.V. Falet. C. Bueno Ros, 1. Chavarie, D. Amezcua,
I. Solis, R. Larochelle.

Front row: Mr. P. Channell, L. Cuenant, G. Joumet. V. Rocke, A. Macias,

Miss J. McCurdy

COACHES: Mr. P. Channel

Miss. J. McCurdy

CAPTAINS

:

Marie Pier Germain

Luis Melendez

The 2001 season consisted of two leagues for a total of nine swim meets. The ETIAC
league consisted of about 60 swimmers in all, while the other league, the GMAA of

Montreal, had 1100 competitors. Quantity, not quality, was a factor for us this year,

especially in the ETIAC. We entered 22 events in the championship meet, 18 of which
we placed at least first in, and we placed second in the other three. However we did

not win the banner simply because we could not cover as many events as the bigger

Massey Vanier team did. However, we won lots of ribbons and managed to place in

the top six of several of the events in the GMAA. A great accomplishmnet considering

we were such a small team and there were so many competitors. We would like to

take a moment and congratulate all the swimmers on the team and especially those

who are graduating this year. All the best in your future endeavours and come back
and see us! Mr. P. Channell

0)
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COACH: Miss T. Keeble

Left to Right: Miss T. Keeble, T. Kazadi, J.A. Bonneau, A. Judge,

E. Marino, M. Qutob, S. Nunnelley, S. Chan, L. MacNeil, C. Downing,

V. Yu, N. Lussier, J. Pape.

3?'

fa
This year, we saw the ski team triple in numbers, going from 4 members to 12. We were able to

begin skiingwhenwereturned fromourChristmas holidays. With lots ofsnowand goodweather,
ski practice went on every day. This year, the team made some ski trips which included Orford

Park and Sedbergh School. At the ski competition in Montebello, some of the girls placed. For

mixed girls relay. 3rd place went to Shannon Nunnelley, Vivien Yu and Caitlin Downing. In (lie

JuniorGirls'4km race, 2nd place went to Elisa Marinoand Caitlin Downing finished in3rd place.

Honourable mention goes out to Shannon Nunnelley for the best skate-skiing that I have seen

atStanstead. Shebumed up the trails! Thisyear, the girls worked hard on a daily basis. Thanks
goes out to Mr. & Mrs. Shannon and Mr. Southward for taking the team out to the town trails

and to Mr. Simard, Mr. Bolduc and Mr. Simpson for providing transportation. A very special

thank you is sent out to the teachers, students and police officers who fought fearlessly to save

our equipment in the Tuck Shop Are. The girls and I are very thankful to all ofyou.

Miss T. Keeble

J)
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COACHES: Mr. M. Salkeld

Mr. N. Southward

CAPTAINS: A. Anderson

J. Laberee
J

Back row: S. Kim. M. Hunt, S. Lue, N. Hobbs, S.K. Lee, R. Perretta.

M. Mahayni. Middle row; Mr. M. Salkeld, M. Marino. A. Prebola,

A. Houck. D. Besner, M. Slcard, R. Studli, L. Wiedenmann. J. McRae,
R. Bolduc, Mr. N. Southward. Front row; A. Brassard, E. Moseley,

S. Mass, A. Anderson, J. Laberee, P. Sawaya, L. Melendez.
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(ft Back row: J. Lemay, C. Fullerton, T. Kazadl, M. Raouf, V. Bonneau.
Middle row: Mr. S. Simpson. J. Lasa, E. Marino. I. Chavarie, R. Harbit,

L. Thies, S. Elliot. Miss E. Simard.
Front row: D. Comeau, S. Iglesias, G. Journet, M.P. Germain. T. Jacobi,

S. Ward, V. Rocke, S. Granofsky

f

Spring 2001 was another successful season for the senior girls' rugby team. I don’t even think

successful is a strong enough word to describe what I have seen: what you guys have accomplished

individually, how many tries I have seen you score this season, how well you built up: a team spirit

by singing that song (Why don't you built me up) too many times! My one regret: not being able

to play that team from BC (the only team we lost against at the CA1S tournament) at the end of our
season because I know the score would have been totally different. We became the GMAA’s 7’s

champions again and we won our league title for the third year in a row. For those who are leaving

us. 1 hope you play on; for those who are staying. I can't wait to see what you guys can accomplish
next year. I want to take this opportunity to thank Sam Simpson, my co-coach, for all his help,

knowledge, dedication and great enthusiasm. The girls leamt a lot from you and they are definitely

better because you taughtthem so well. Congratulations to the Seniors winners: Sarah Elliot and
Danielle Comeau; to Tamara Jacobi the Roger Marino trophy winner, once again, and to the other

Major S winners: Sofia Iglesias. Marie Pier Germain, Victoria Rocke. Samara Granosky and Isabelle

Chavarie. Miss Eroilie Simard
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Back Row: C. Staniforth, J. Cravioto. J. Roy. A. De Las Fuentes, A. Gingras,

M. Andrade, X.Gauthier, M. Lemyre, E. Ronsse Middle Row: E, Petroussevitch,

C. Dreher, M. Studli. K. Won. M. Lemyre, J. Palacios, B. Perez, J. Elliot,

J. Hauss. D. Malaussena. Mr C. Wells Front Row: C. Muir, P. Ross,

A. Wagner. R. Jacobi, M. Emrich, M. Tang, C. Guzman, C. Channell, R. Patron
,

We had a very successful season at thejunior and bantam levels this year. As always, there

were many players who had never played the game before, but there was always great

enthusiasm in practice. After what seemed like an endless winter, we did manage to get

a couple ofpractices in and then begin playing. Season highlights included victories at the

bantam level against Ashbury, Kings Edgehill School, and BCS. At thejunior level, we had
Victories against Massey Vanier as well as wins at the sevens tournament against Sehvyn

House and Westin Schools. One of these wins was clinched on a 45-yard field goal in

overtime by Jose Palacios now known simply as, “The amazing kick." All-in-all it was by

far the best season I’ve had in three years coaching this level, not only because we had more
wins than losses, but also because we demonstrated the resolve to persevere in the face

of defeat and humility in victory. My thanks go out to each player for a fine season.

Mr. C. Wells
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COACH: Mr. E. Grenier
a -

.

Back row: L. Shannon. G. Cobum, S. Helle, S. Lanot, S. Birge, C. Marrotte.

M. Theriault, C. Wood. Middle row: C. O'Hara, K. Ridley, M. Cortina, M. Libby.

H. Hutchins, L. Cuenant, A. Acosta. A. Newman. M. Fortier. M.Oyadomari,

Mr. E. Grenier. Front row: S. Wood, C. Grossman, H. Birge,K. McNamara,
A^hannell^ATThibeault^MJSM^emay^^

CAPTAIN: A. Thibeault

Coaching this team was an honour. Twenty-eight girls turned out to start the season and through sheer

determination, all twenty-eight stuck through the long practices and high-endurance training program

and made it to the end ofthe season. We built this team from the ground up, focusing on safety and skills

development. I knew I had a solid team but was apprehensive about our first games which turned out

to be a sevens tourney at LCC in Montreal against teams with experience. We won gold.We never looked

back. We remained undefeated (5 wins. 2 ties) throughout the season, raking in 137 points for and giving

up a measly 25 against. This is a team that had no idea what “ruck” or “maul" meant and started the

season tackling in the snow. 1 have no doubt that you girls will go far in your future rugby careers ifyou
maintain this pace. More importantly, you have, shown the strength ofyour character and willingness

to succeed and push yourselves beyond your limits. You can be proud to have been a member of this

team. My thanks go out to the whole team and especially to our letter winners Marion Cortina, Sarah

Leblanc and Captain Annie Thibeault who set a standard which will be hard to meet by future players.

Congratulations to all the girls on this team. Membership is a privilege.

Coach Eric Grenier

&
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Back row: P. Chiu, D. Amezeua. R. Hennessy, S. Hodgins, C. Georgevich,

M.V. Falet. Middle row: Miss C. Campbell. C. Bueno Ros, G. Eder,

C. Angarita, Mr. C. Williams. Front row: L. Wong, M. Wood,
A. Couet-Morin. P. Supino. S. Lay, F.C. Lee, A. Parker.

&

What a great season in tennis this year! The sun shone and the teams got a chance to play

out all their matches in excellent style and vitality. The players were eager to play and
practiced hard to win. They presented themselves well in Montreal against Selwyn House
and Ontario and Quebec teams, as well as winning four out of ten categories in the final

E.T.I.A.C. tournament against Galt, B.C.S.. Massey Vanier. Miss Campbell and Mr.

Williams remain proud of the team and look forward to the good number of returning

players next season. Gustl Eder is to be commended for the assistance he provided to both

coaches. Special congratulations go to Simon Lay and Claudia Buenos Ros for winning the

Shields and Trophy. All the best team!

Miss C. Campbell
Mr. C. Williams
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COACH: Mr. V. Jansen

CAPTAIN: J.S. Gagnon
Back row: Mr. G. Chandler, P. Lavoie. P.T. Lacroix, Mr. V. Jansen.
T. Gauthier, J.S. Gagnon, Mr. A. Simard. Front row: J.S. Rancourt,
S. Iserhoff, J.F. Mathieu, B. Fortno.

Selections for the golfteam this year were quite competitive but after some snowy warm-ups
and balls critically placed among the water pooled on campus eight students were selected

to represent Stanstead in competition. There were four tournaments for the ET1AC champi-
onship and the season began on a positive note as Stanstead was victorious in two ofthe first

four meets and held the lead after three rounds for the team championship. In the final soggy

round Stanstead were not up to par and ended up with a.... bogey. In the final individual

championship each member of the team competes for the Golf Shield as the best player on
the team. Each student plays 36 holes and the student with the lowest score wins the award.
It is indeed a fitting end to a very successful and enjoyable season that the Shield was won
by Jean Francois Mathieu, who has had the best rounds in every practice and competitive

round. Thanks to all team members for the coaching tips... and look out for next year... JS
is back Mr. V. Jansen
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MAJOR “S” WINNERS

Back Row: A. Brassard, J.N. Robitaille. T. Gauthier, J. Laberee. Middle Row: S. Iglesias,

S. Granofsky, M.P. Germain, T. Jacobi, I. Chavarie. K. Wright, V. Rocke, M. Li 11, C. Fullerton.

Front Row: J. James, K. Aoki. P.T. Lacroix. P. Rowan, A. Anderson, M. Sicard. Abs: M. Mahayni.
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SENIOR CAPTAINS

Back row: M.P. Germain, T. Jacobi. M. Marino. L. Campbell, M. Lill.

Front row: K. Aoki. P.T. Lacroix, P. Rowan. A. Anderson. M. Sicard.
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Fall

AT.I. LETTER WINNERS
MAJOR “S”

Soccer

Kensuke Aoki

Caitlin Fullerton

Megan Lill

Pat Rowan

Football

Alex Anderson

Aaron Brassard

Tomas Gauthier

John Laberee

Mohamed Mahayni

Mark Sicard

Cross-Country Running

Bridgitte Channell

Paul Thomas Lacroix

SENIOR “S”

Soccer

Gustl Edcr

Sarah Elliot

Simon Lay

Adam Parker

Lionel Weidenmann

Janice Wilson

Football

Nick Hobbs

Matt Hunt

Jean-Nicolas Robitaille

Cross-Country Running

Luc McDowell

Laura Thies

JUNIOR “S”

Soccer

Vicki Armstrong

Jean Francois Mathieu

Roger Patron

Michael Studli

Cross-Country Running

Shawn Iserhoff

Rhett Jacobi

BANTAM “S”

Soccer

Hannah Birge

Alex Marcotte

Kim McNamara

Winter: MAJOR “S”

Basketball

Megan Lill

Katherine Wright

Lionel Wiedenmann

Hockey

Alex Anderson

Jon James

Paul-Thomas Lacroix

Jean-Nicolas Robitaille

Swimming

Isabelle Chavarie

Marie-Pier Germain

SENIOR “S”

Basketball

Su-Kai Cheng

Massimo Marino

Janice Wilson

Hockey

Brandon Forino

Alex Prebola

Matthew Whitney

Swimming
Claudia Bueno Ros

Ruth Harbit

Gwenaelle Joumet

Victoria Rocke

Benjamin Schmidt

JUNIOR “S”

Basketball

Vicky Armstrong

Andrea Channell

Rick (Kyung II) Won
Hockey

Keely Bujold

Alex D’Amour

Sofia Iglesias

Mona Raouf

Michael Studli

Remi Studli

Swimming

Javier Hauss

BANTAM “S”

Basketball

Hope Hutchins

Marie-Eve Lemay

Hockey

Elizabeth Anderson

Jean-Samuel Rancourt

Anthony Thuin

Cynthia Wood

Spring: MAJOR “S”

Rugby

Alex Anderson

Isabelle Chavarie

MP Germain

Samara Granofsky

Sofia Iglesias

Tamara Jacobi

John Laberee

Victoria Rocke

SENIOR “S”

Rugby

Danielle Comeau

Sarah Elliot

Matthew Hunt

Jesse McRae
Emmett Moseley

Paul Sawaya

JUNIOR “S”

Rugby

Chris Channell

Marion Cortina

Rhett Jacobi

Annie Thibeault

Rick KI Won

BANTAM “S”

Rugby

Arturo De Las Fuentes

Sarah Leblanc

”
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Web Site Club

if 2000-2001 Web Site Club Members

Senior Editors: Rob Retchless

Michael Tang

Junior Editors: Hope Hutchins

Nathalie Lussier

Graphic Design: Peter Shen

Joanny Bonneau
Gustl Eder

Javier Hauss
Amber Judge

Jack Lee
Massimo Marino
Cynthia Marotte

Mona Qutob

Janice Wilson

Jeremy Stuart

Yearbook Club Pages: Rob Retchless

Jeremy Stuart
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Check out Stanstead College on the World Wide Web @

www.stansteadcollege.com
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Spectrum 2001
Editors-ln-Chief

Jon James
Jesse McRae

Advertisina Coordinators

Tamara Jacobi
Peter Ross

Editor

Jean McDowell
Senior Editor

Brandon Forino

Computer Lavout

Andy Burke

Chris Channell

London Comeau
Aaron Gingras

Rob Retchless

Jeremy Stuart

Advisors

Mr, P. Ashworth
Miss J, Smith
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124 - Multimedia & Horseback

125 - Debating/Public Speaking
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131 - InL Affairs & Pub. Int.

132 - Recycling & Environ.

133

- Weights/Fit. & Karate

f Looking Back, Looking Forward - By: Peter Ashworth

Back in 1983, Aiex Philip, the then Director of Athletics, approached me and asked if I

would be willing to give up my Bantam A Hockey Team to take over the yearbook. 1 knew this

was not a reflection on my successful coaching history’ so I felt he was very serious. I told him

that 1 would consider the change. Then came the second barrage and Barry Gallant, the then

Headmaster, proposed thesame thing atmy contract meeting. Alex must have been sent to soften

me up and it worked. I agreed to do the yearbook for five years. Ha Ha, 1 should have known,

SPECTRUM 2001 is my eighteenth and final book.

When I look back over the years I realize how well we have done. To start off with. BaiTy

Gallant was super supportive and he realized what we needed to produce a great book. After a

couple of years we changed yearbook companies and then we were off and running. Steve

Weeks from Jostens Ltd. became our advisor and he is still with us. Under his great tutelage and

extreme patience our book became what itis today-An excellent yearbook containing fabulous

memories for the students. After all. that is what it is all about - the students. A very important spin off is the fact that the

SPECTRUM is a great advertising tool and our Admissions Office use it a great deal.

We set some firsts in these years. We were the first Jostens school yearbook in Quebec to make use of the computer.

We were in the front lines trying out all their programs. I remember when Miguel Sorensen came to my home for a couple

of days in the summer of 1 992 and while my wonderful wife kept him fed. we worked on a set of test pages on the newest

Jostens computer program. It worked, the company accepted Miguel’s pages and we were allowed to start using thecomputer

for pages in our 1 993 book. We have not looked back since and Rob Retchless has followed on in the tradition set by Miguel

by fine tuning our computerization. As the yearbookcompany put out better software packages wejumped on the band wagon

and our book kept improving. We were soon the first book in Quebec submitting their pages on a CD. The 2001 edition of

SPECTRUM will contai n several pages done digitally and the plans for next year are to have at least 75% or more, ifpossible,

of the book done digitally. Wow have we ever come a long way.

For the first few years I was the only faculty advisor and then Paul Duncanjoined me and was a great help and an endless

source of advice and encouragement. When Paul retired Julie Smith took his place and she will take over the book starting

next year. Julie is a fast learner and has been fantastic in the short time we have been working together. I will be around for

help next year but she will make the decisions.

I said it was all about the kids and it is. I always gave the editors a great deal of room and tried to only offer advice.

Over the yearsSPECTRUM has been blessed with wonderful students who have put in endless hours working on the various

books and even more blessed with the wonderful Editors we have had. They were the best.

I want to thank Mr. Philip for getting me going on this eighteen year project, Mr. Duncan for being such a loyal

colleague. Mr. Weeks for being such an excellent representative, our many Josten’s Customer Service people - none of

whom 1 have ever had the pleasure of meeting, and finally Miss Smith for being such a great help this year and for taking

over the helm next year.

The pages that follow are our first attempt at totally digital pages. My thanks to theWeb Site Club for their assistance with

these.

Good luck guys. SPECTRUM lives on. PFA
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Debating/Public Speaking

f The Great Stansteadi'Appleby Debate

. . , Finalists: . .

Appleby: Stanstead:

Matt Cahill and Dave Langlois Sarah Bilge and Jean McDowell
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Investment
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International Affairs

Public Interest
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Recycling
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Environmental
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Weights and Fitness
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Band Concert





Jr. & Sr. Science Fairs
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Winners
Junior Science and Technology Fair

Jeremy Stuart

Alex Marcotte

Senior Science and Technology Fair

Peter Ross

Alex Wagner

Congratulations

!





September 2nd 1992,

Eight years ago, I still remember.

I am sitting on a chair, in a corner of a room,

Staring at the white wall, waiting.

The night before I had no sleep, I was waiting.

I do not feel tired, but I am anxious, and scared

Scared for my mother.

I hear her scream, I feel her pain.

As it comes to an end, as she calms down
She looks at me and smiles.

I can see in her eyes, she is exhausted.

It is as if her pain has been replaced with joy,

The greatest joy a mother can feel.

I go up to her and take her hand
Kiss her on the forehead

She smiles.

My father stands beside me,

Tears rolling down his cheek, tears ofjoy.

The nurse places in my arms, wrapped in a towel

My newborn little sister.

Gwenaelle Journet



Eve ofa child

I truly nnsh sometimes that Icould see life through the eyes ofa child. Children see

things so differently than we do. Most ofthe time, they see the knight side ofthings,

ivhile most otherpeople can ’t. They see things as untarnished, untainted, the way
things should be, somehow, they seem to have a shield against the negative things in

the world, and only comprehend thegood. Why can l allpeople be like that?

The one thing thatpuzzles me, though, is that whenyou are a child, you look up

topeople who are older. They areyour role models. Children always say! 7 want to

be like him/her when Igrow up. ” Why is it, then, when we actuallyDo grow up, jwe

want to be like children again? When you 'reyoung, you want to be older but when

you 're old, you want to beyounger. Are ue ever content? This corrupt circle is all

just another depressingfact oflife. This thought, however, never occurs to little kids.

They never think about complicated issues like this, and that is exactly why Iadmire

them. Children’s outlook on the uorldgives tme meaning to the word 1

optimism

,

”

and I believe that ifmore people could see things the way children do, the world

would he a betterplace.

By: Kara Campbell



Butterfly Kiss

The world fs a beautiful place
Full of strength
Full of grace

And we are a part of it

You are a part of it

With a butterfly kiss
We spread our wings

In bliss
In beauty

In twirls and turns
Flying in the sun

In the wind
In a sea of flowers
Where we shall land

light feet, and heavy hand
Third eye creations
That float so gently

On the tip of our noses
So lust, we can see them.

-Anther Judge
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Activities
Grade Nine Play

By: Reginald Rose

Brief Synopsis

Twelve jurors, called simply no. 2 to no. 12 and the foreman, have to

decide whether this nineteen-year-old boy stabbed his own father or

not. The all must agree, otherwise, it will be a hung jury. The jurors go

over and over the facts and end on a final decision. If s up to you to find out.

Directors: Stage Manager:

Miss Atkin Stephan Lue

Miss Campbell Michael Studli

Mr. Grenier

Mrs. Wells

Cast:

Narrator: Kimberly Ridley

Foreman: Sarah Wood

Juror No.2: Eugene Petrossovich

Juror No.3: Jose Palacios Perez

Juror No.4: Katie McNamara

Juror No.5; Christopher Channell

Juror No.6: Lauren Cuenant

Juror No.7: Amy Gillespie

Juror No. 8: Aaron Gingras

Juror No.9: Bianca Bolouri

Juror No.10: Andrea Channell

Juror No. 11: Javier Hauss

Juror No.12: Rhett Jacobi

Guard: Christobal Guzman Lobo

Set:

Jessica Moar

Francis Veillete

Martin Lemyre

Mauricio Andrade

Prompt:

Vicky Armstrong

Ashley Newman

Lights

:

Dominick Malaussena

Max Grossman

Mathieu Theriault

Props:

Adam Shoshan

Roger Patron

Costumes

:

Jean-Michel Lanot

Stephanie Pederson

Cristobal Guzman

Roger Patron

Sound:

Javier Craviotto

Timothy Wood
Make up:

Jamie Elliot

Marion Cortina

Ana Paula De Alba
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Friends
By : May Libby

All my friends

have different personalities
^

Ashley, the crazy one

len, the artistic one

Christina, the talkative one

Josh, the one who will always

Keep in touch

Shawntel, the cranky one

Jessica can be ditsy at times

Katy, the girl who’s good at all

sports.

I know that some day

we will all go our own ways

but I’ll try to stay in touch

I’ll try to make the best of time

when that day has come

but ‘til it does

we all will be the best of

friends.

School days

I love sugar
but if i eat too much

can't play soccer after school
I like ballet

but I can't do it now.

I love to play with my brother
on the computer

but then there is school!

Math is easy
French is O.K. today

Science is funny
Art is beautiful

but homework is the worst!
Two to three hours
under the lights

your eyes get tired,

and your sheets of paper
fly everywhere.

Study for the test
page 141 to page 149

#1-50
for math

compose a text for French
English assignment
Then go to dinner

and a very good rest

when you plunge into your
soft, comfortable bed

and sleep forever

By: Jennifer Bauer



As the moon
shines so bright

I look at my reflection

in the mirror.

All I see are the

Stars behind me
Because to myself

I don ’t exist.

Iam nothing
But a shadow

A shadow in my own
Imagination

'Ililli
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The Stanstead College

Theatre Arts Club
Presents

As You Like It

By William Shakespeare



Tire Cast & Cre w
Director

CAST
Geoff Telling

Rosalind Amy Gillespie

Duke Senior Simon Lay
Orlando Laura Thies

Duke Frederick Jean McDowell
Celia Pascale Vincent-Marquis

Le Beau Luis Melendez

Oliver Andy Burke

Tocustone Emmet Moseley

Charles, the Champion Mohammed Mahayni
Adam, Jacques Seymour Ward
Hymen, Goddess of Marriage Nicole Dejardins

Pixies

CREW

Barbara Bernard

Caitlin Fullerton

Anna Guigauri

Amber Judge

Tifa Kazadi

Stage Manager Rob Retchless

Lighting Michael Tang

Sound Teddy Astono

Wardrobe & Makeup Sonia Wells

Artistic Helpers Razan Alami

Ruth Harbit

Peter Ross

Erica Stuart

Programme Janice Wilson
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Theglowing roots

The sparkling leaves
|
h

' The old bark falling-oJ

Ik It lives in me

The water running up stream
•

*
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jasiged rock stopping all in its way

. - V It-lives in me

The birds sin'ging their lovely songs

The eagles playing in the clouds
Jgfi

The chipmunks scurrying about
'SBwj0 „ .

' -

•It lives in me.
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in the middle of a room

trying to write a'poe'fn.W m 1
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My poem is not

what you would call

a must read.

:

If I were a color

\

I would be red.

If I were a flower

>

I would be a rose

If I were a planet

,

I would be Venus

If I were a season,

I would be Spring

If I were a drink,

I would be Champagne.

If I were a goddess,

I would be Aphrodite

If I were a feeling,

I would be love

If I were lo

I would love y>

By: Gwejm%Me Journet
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Shanny Breton-Bernard

Alexandre Caron

Sany Chan

Torpong Chan pen

Gabriel ie Coburn

Alex Couet-Morin

Nicole Desjardins

Caitlin Downing

Matthew Emrich

Marie-Victoria Falet

Brandon Fori no

Jacob Frit?:

Caitlin Fullerton

Shaw n UcrhotT

mm

Tifa Kazadi

Vanessa Kurtz

Sandrine Lanot

Judy Lee

Swing- Ki Lee

Julie Lemay
: Priscilla Lemieux

Che-Yu Liu

111*1

mmm
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Danieta Arnezcua Castro

Teddy Astono

Dominic Besner

Ranee Bolduc
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Lisbeth Lopez Esparza

Nathalie Lussier

Lisa MacNeil

Elisa Marino

Jean-P'rancois Matbieu

Catherine O’Hara

Jason Ou
Jung Park

Robert Perretta

Alex Prebola

Peter Ross

Martin Siemsen

Remy Studli

Shih-Hsiang Sun

Michael Tang

Maiko Toyama
Ale\ Wagner

Catherine Villeneuve

I .ouis Wong
Melissa Wood

Katherine Wright

Luke Yoon

Vivien Yu
Jojo Zhang

Long Zhao

Celine Zhou



Mamicio Andrade

Vicky Armstrong

Bianca Boloun

Andrea Channel!

Christopher Channel!

Marion Cortina Murrieta

Javier Cravioto Garcia

Lauren Cuenant

Ana De Alba Velasquez

James Elliot

Amy Gillespie

Aaron Gingras

Max Grossman

Cristobal Guzman
Javier Hauss Fernandez

Rhett Jacobi

Jeati-Michei Lanot

Martin Lemyre

;
Stefan Lue
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Dominic Malaussena

Katie McNamara
Jessica Moar

Ashley Newman

Mitora Oyadomari

Jose Palacios Perez

Roger Patron

Eugueni Petroussevitch

Kimberly Ridley

Adam Shoshim

Michael Studli

Mathieu Theriault

Annie Thibeault

Francis Veillette

Sarah Wood
Timothy Wood
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Hannah Birge

Landon Comeau
Alexandre D'Amour

Arturo De Las Fuentes Eslava

Christopher Dreher

Melissa Fortier

Xavier Gauthier

Casie Grossman

Stephanie Helie

Hope Hutchins

j Sarah Leblanc

Laura Liebanas Grimay

Alex Marcotte

Cynthia Marrotte

Kim McNamara
Chris Muir

Joey Pape

Emilio Rodriguez-Pinhao

lliill l

Jayson Roy

Christopher Staniforth

Jeremy Stuart

Marie Michelle Theriault

K <5 de S
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Elizabeth Anderson

Jennifer Bauer

Benoit Bourassa

Marilyn Bourassa

Paul Chiu

Theodore Creary

Christopher Georgevicli

Melissa Labonte

Fu Chen Lee

Marie-Eve Lemay
Mathieu Leniyre

May Libby

Benight* Perez Herrera

Jean-Saniuel Rancourt

Eric Ksms.se

Leah Shannon

Jamie Smith

Cynthia Wood
Dea-Young Lira

Ana Acosta Lopez

Paul Chiu

Jacky Gao
Sonny Kim
Dea-Youn Lint

^

. C'i:::,

]

Stephanie Pedersen Pinueia

Anthony Thnin

Jeffrey Wan
Kvungi Won
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GradeTwelve
KazanAlami

It’s been my first year at Stanstead College and I found it difficult at the

beginning to get well adapted and to have friends, especially since I am
thousands of miles away from home. As time went by, it seemed that I got

more comfortable and made many friends. I would like to thank all who gave
me support and fomfortpdmje as the war continues in my country. My
special gratitude goes to Pitt who was more than a roommate to me; a friend who was always
ready to share with me her "secret sniffs" to cheer me up and 1 would bite her to get her out

of bed. Rosalie you are my trusted friend With whom I did lots of things; piercing, nails,

shopping, even sharing the same feelings by being good or evil. Moh "the greatest” you
really are. Gustl, it is such a great experience being your friend. MP you are my hero. Luis, a

funny pal I will always remember! In other words, thank you all for being there when 1 needed
you, Mr. Chandler, my advisor Mr. Wells, my teachers and my family.

AlexanderAnderson
First of all I’d like to say that my Stanstead experience is one that I will

always remember. I would like to thank all of the teachers in the school who
have helped over the years. Mr. Wells you have been a great adviser, but

why did you let Sam into our group? Thanks Mom. Dad, Christian, and
Elisabeth. Thanks for always supporting me in everything I do. The memo-

ries I have made here 1 will never forget. Houck and the second floor antics. Beef stew?

Bugbee House. Kane I can’t believe you showed us your... snake. Matt’s boot keeping
things in line. Pat we have had infinite good times. Hotel stays will never be the same. JS we
made it. it’s been a great 4 years. Sam you are a TON of fun. Don’t leave Fabio. Tom, Mo,
Paul and the rest of the boys you guys are why this was such a great time. Senior Hockey
New York trip. Lauren you have grown up a lot in the past two years. I’ll miss your jungle of

love. Darren Star Wars Episode 2. With that I’m out.
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KensukeAoki
In the past six years I’ve met many great people, and each ot them has

become my friend or like a friend. Without those friends I can t imagine the

miserable life I would have had. Without those friends how- was I supposed

to survive in this small town ol “Stanstead '? Within the school there are

many cultures and that allowed me to be able to experience life which,

sometimes, is not easy to experience. Kane! I thank you tor being so nice, wonderful, and

the greatest. To my own English teacher. Miss Campbell - without your very sarcastic

comments mv English wouldn't be as good as it is now. Massimo! Too bad you didn t make

it! Jack! Your apartment stinks! Peter! Take off your glasses before you eat noodles! Sirapol!

Study! Frank! Talk! And to all those people who pushed me. 1 appreciate it. My final thanks

go to my parents. It was such a great time I had in this place, without your help and support 1

could not have made this six years, so... thank you.

if *1

*

CarolinaAiigarita
Being here for 2 years you gain many memories.Thanks to my parents for

the opportunity & support. lime, Sof, Clau, Ana, Dany, Isa, Mexicanas q

hicieron un ano poca madre. Montreal, jungla, pedas, risas.Amigas X
siempre TQM a todas. Sam; without you this year wouldn’t have been the

same, of course not forgetting you Mona. Pia. Raz. Caf girls, video nights,

noodles, magon, privies, day students room.All of you I will never forget you!l m not

ESL'.To the girls I partied in Montreal: 281 ; Fabio; crush; Driving; 737: Vatican; unforget-

table times. MP first real roommate & keep singing in Spanish. Val without you I couldn’t

have survived, thanks for being there, I hope not to lose contact, same to Mel & Lindi, lov

you both. Kane & Al; never forget French class. Dr.Ruth, don’ t change. Jack & Mass, two

boys who brought many smiles when I was down. Luis, stats, inolvidable. Mini Moh.good

luck. Matty lov you.To all my teachers thanks specially you minimiss. Seb, I love you;

remember the future waits.

AT.!.

ValerieBonneau
I can't believe that the year is over! Mel and Lindi you guys are the best.

Lindi our roommate talks, Mel you and me locked in the room! 1 love you

two so much. Ruthy le Quebecois la la. I’ll see you in Scotland baby! Laura

you are my sunshine, my only sunshine. I love you girls. Thanks to Mona,

I mv psychologistvlsa rna cocotte de Gaspc. Jimemi amor. Sam gimme some

loving. Luc. don’t worry we will take this tequila shot together. Matt Hove! you but that’s

it!!! Sean, bebe Maas I’ll miss vou. Mass be careful not to break anything else. Peter

remember that a beer bottle is to drink! Claudia, Sofia you will alwayi be my Mexican

sisters. MP mon bebe mouche. Cirri-mi preffidsa, 1 love yriu Sri ihueh.' Jack your friendship

means so much to me, Lapin you better be there when I get married. Jo merci pour tout!

Luis, mon poussin thanks for everything, I 11 never forget you, je taime tellement, 1 II miss

you so much!

KeelyBujold
Here I am at the end of another year at Stanstead. I’m excited to leave and

move on, but at the same time I’m sad to leave this familiar environment and

the many friends I’ve made while at Stanstead, because 1 know there are

some people I will probably never see again. Well Mr. Chandler, thank you

for everything! Mr. Grenier, you’re ok and good luck in the years to come!

Erica good luck next year. Luis don’t change, and I’ll always cherish the nail! Massimo don't

grow anymore, the fact that you can use my head as an armrest means you’re too tall already,

oh, and don’t injure yourself anymore either! JS keep in touch. Jean you 11 be hard to forget!

Lindi you’ll succeed in whatever you set out to do! All the prefects in Colby we had a great

year together I’ll never forget any of you. If there is one piece of advise 1 would like to leave

with everyone next year it is the wisdom to know the things you can change and the things

you can’t, and the difference between the two! Good luck!
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Lindi Cambell
It would be impossible for me to put into words all my years at Stanstead.
The time 1 have spent here will always be a part of who I am, and of who I

will become. To mom, dad and the rest of the family-f’m so grateful that I

have people like you in my life, your love is what keeps me going. Kara,
you’re my best friend, never forget how much I love you. Mr. Denney, Ms.

Mihaljevic, Ms. Hew, and Ms. McCurdy-thank you for always being there when I needed
you the most. Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Ashworth, Mr. MacNamara, and Mr. Wells-each one of
you has inspired me to be the best I can possibly be. Megs, Mel. M.P.. Isa, Caro, Sofa, Erica
Keely, and Val-you girls are the greatest friends anyone could ever have, and together with
Jack, Pita, Mass, Alex P.. J.S., Sean. Jean, and Luc, you have made Stanstead so"wonderful
for me. Andy, my love, your amazing smile and character are one in a million. Every
moment with you is incredible. I love you tons. Always remember that with love, anything i?

possible.

Kane Cuenant
It’s been six years already and each one just kept getting longer. I’d like to

thank everyone that has helped me get through the nasty study times and to

my friends for.... well Whatever it is you do. I have had an interesting

time here at Stanstead and hope to visit all of you in the future.

Gustl Eder
Stanstead has taught me many valuable lessons, some were nice, and some
were painful. I want to thank all my friends who went through all the times
that came our way: Maas. Steph. MV, Luis, Mo. Cat, Tifa, Raz, JS, David,
Hopps, Tinka. Chofa, the soccer and Basketball guys, the German connec-
tion, Mr. VanDyke, Mr. Grenier, Mr. Jansen, Mr. Ashworth, Liz, Prebs, Tor,
Kenny, Rosa, Erica, Caitlin and Elisa, although things didn’t quite work out. You guys are
the best. Thank you for everything we share. I hope I can keep in touch with you guys and
everyone I forgot. I will miss you tons. Take care! .

j
safe-

1 I *
j
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Jean-Sebastien Gagnon
4 years! 25% ot my life has been spent in this school. Was it worth it? We’ll
find out in a few' years. I definitely think it was considering I’m a completely
different person than when I got here. And it’s in a good way. I’m confident
that the friendships I made here will continue in the"future. We finally did it

Al, can you believe it, we're actually graduating from high school. Kane,
good luck with Jan, and remember, it’s not always looks that count. Pat, should w'e get an
m.e? I could name a whole bunch of other people, but those guys have been here with me for
the past 4 years. Lots of memories at this school. Grade 1 2 prives with Paul and Sam
Simpson. 4 years of fun hockey. I got to play with some good guys. And who would have
known that I would of ended up running back for the football team. There’s so much more I

could say. but most importantly I would like to thank all the teachers, and my parents,
because if it weren’t for them I wouldn’t be here.
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Marie-Pier Germain
"MP is coming back! What! Didn’t she already graduate ten years ago? Why
would she want to be back here when she can be in Montreal and live a

normal life?” My friends thought I was crazy, they probably still do. . .'it's

time you move on and start assuming your responsibilities. University is

around the corner.” In a way, they were right. I still can't cook, I keep

forgetting my keys and I can’t handle being alone for too long. On the other hand, despite

the incompetence and the corruption at the school, 1 know coming back was the right thing to

do. 1 managed to make the best out of it and forget about the rest. I’d like to thank those

who forced the smile on my face when it was about to go. However, I don’t want to say

something unacceptable and create a bad perception so I'll stick to this, you know who you

are, thank you!! Ahh! To my friends, Grandma will always be around for a cup of coffee.

Maman je t’aime.

Samara Granofsky
1 would like to thank everyone for dealing with me this year. Mr. Wells,

Don’t worry I'll take care of it.. I love you. Thank you for always being

there. You will always be in my heart. Mona, the bob, the jungle, Lasa’s

jungle. Caro Car-Crush-Swan. Weekend at Seb’s, Late nights, your nose, 10

am ruining. I couldn’t have done it with out you. I love ya. To the late night

video crew we never got caught. Thanks for many great and adventurous nights. Pia Chubb’s

loves you. During Girls night out what happened to my mom?. To Mexico Jaa. Asia thanks

for the noodles. I love squash. A1 we can’t fight about anything else. Thanks for everything.

Jess no you didn’t. Juili calculator. My dancing buddy. Mark Mona and I had late night fun

with your girlfriend. Matt and Sofi sorry for being runner of all. Val you’re great. Lindi

thanks for nicking me in. Mel do something with your hair. Kane trim. And Fabio I couldn't

have done it without you.

Anna Guigauri
The road has been years, but is measured in minutes.

For those who have listened. I owe you my ears. For those who have

challenged me, I owe you my strength. “Good byes” don’t exist, only “see

you laters”...because the world is smaller than we think. This chapter is

over. It is neither happy nor sad, it is simply over.

Jessica Haddad
It’s hard to believe that this is my last year attending Stanstead. The four

years I have spent here and the amazing people I have met have changed my
life. To my second daddy, Mr.Chandler and to Miss Mihaljevic, thank you

for the endless support and continuous advice. Mr. Simard start saving for

the petals. To Fajardo and Grilly, the experiences I have lived through could

definitely not have been the same without you two. Never forget the good times M.T.L

brought us', even though they passed quickey right Juli? 57 seconds? You my sista . Meg I

will tuck you in, but what’s in your bag? 737. Bampire and Sam. Po. we managed to surpass

a lot this year, but in the end our love came through. I will always carry a special place for

you and Fred deep in my heart! La police t’aime fort. I swear on my life: no crossing. To my
family thank you endlessly for loving and understanding me through it all. I’ll miss seeing

your little buddies. Thank you for the amazing memories.
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Ruth Harbit
This year has been the best year in my life, and this wouldn’t have been
possible if it hadn't been for the ESU and Stanstead. What has made it so
special has been all of the people here, and I don’t really want to leave all o
you guys at the end of this year! Laura, you’re brilliant, it’s been so much
fun knowing you. Jimena, how could 1 have asked for a better roommate?

Even if your sleepwalking was scary. Luc, I still regret that we weren't able to tell anyone
about Our relationship. Jean, sorry that 1 cheated on you with your brother. Val, you did a

great job of looking after us all. Jack, where’s pussy boy? MASSIMO please don’t injure

yourself too much more. Anushka. thank you so much for being a source of occasional
sanity. Luis. I don’t think that anyone has ever made me laugh so much in my life, thank yoi

Sean, it was a great beach. Isa. who else could sleep through the Tuck Shop burning down?
See you all in Scotland one day!

Sofia Iglesias Martine
It’s finally over! Now, my last words: Ma y Pa mil gracias por todo su

apoyo. Los kiero mil y por uds. logre lo q logre. Mis mexs; las amo! Clau y
Ana, disfruten su ultimo ano, las voy a extranar mil. Ana sigue creciendo y
Clau no me salpiques! Sarny. Ruiner of ALL! I love you and Fabio too, yea!

Mona (Pam) thanx for everything, pinky promise officer? MP, Val: I'll

never forget our road trip. Lindi, Mel thanx for all your support. My soccer team, best times!

Luis gracias, especialmente por el juego de McD. Al, Kane, thanx for making this year so...

Al, 1 know Spencer! Kane, watch it! Lio, you're psychic. Simon, whatever. Thanxks for

listening to me, Ws! Ji y Caro, ninas las amo, q haria sin uds? Gracias totales. Matty 1 can’t

thank you enough. This last two years were great because of you. WE are the best, I love
you. I'll give you your thank you present later, jeje.. Must make p-p! Thanks to all my
teachers and coaches. My family and friends in Mexico, los kiero y extrano! aRiOs!

Rosalie Larochelle-Martin
This year at Stanstead was my first year in an English school. It has been a

great challenge for a girl like me, coming from Trois-Rivieres, where the

word “English” itself is not of common use. For this reason, stress has been
present a lot through the year. “ Relax! and Don’t stress yourself too much!”
are certainly the two sentences that I heard the most this year. Fortunately, I

had friends who were always there for me, as I was there for them. Razan: All the year, you
have been the best friend that I have ever had. Your support, the funny way you act some-
times (remember the Disney e-card) and your hidden personality made of you a real friend.

Jo-Anny: I enjoyed our "problems of the day” chats at night. Don’t forget: you can’t plan
everything! Sean, you are the one that I love. Thank you for your love and for everything
that we did right this year. I'm glad to have stayed your favourite “nerd”. But, most impor-
tant, I want to thank my house directors as well as my six teachers, who helped me in

reaching my goals.

Jimena Lasa Aguilar
I can’t believe its over. Thank you to those who stood up for me in the good
and bad times. My parents who are the oldest but the coolest of my friends.

Mark, mi amor or the one who taught me how to love. Thanks for the year,

you are the one I love the most. Eternity baby, te amo.Dont forget thou-

sands of memories: Austria, Spain, Montreal, AH, the T.S, Webster, Bugbee
and Colby jejeje. The Mexicans Luis. Ana, Clau, Isa, Dany. Marion los adoro ca...no se les

olvide.Lucia mi best. Sam. one of the best friends I'll ever have. I love you fatty even
thought you are Jejeje always Sambula. Mona my favorite Canadian girl, you'll always be in

my heart. Love you babe. Pia take care nena love you. Sof y Car gracias sis por su apoyo y
carino.Val,Lindi,MP, Jo, Mat, Al and of course Kane thanks, Steph take care. Ruthy thanks

for the talks and laughs I love you Scottish girl. My teachers and my great advisor thanks am
everybody else that helped make this year unforgettable. Forever babe.
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Jack Lee
:This is the end of my student life at Stanstead College and will be the

beginning of my college life. It has been four years that I have been here. I

have had many experiences, joyful and unpleasant. I have learnt many things

and developed in many ways. Some say that Stanstead sucks and they hate it.

I may not entirely agree with that, as it played a major role in the develop-

ment of the present me. I am optimistic and try to make the best out of what I have. Fortu-

nately, there were people like, Peter, Frank, Val, Isa, Roof, Mass, Mel, Poopoo, Erica, Luis.

Ken, Kiyo, Mr. VanDyke, Mr. Chandler and many more that I won't have the space to list.

There are many people that 1 had fun with, was teammates w'ith, lived with, fought with, and
joked with. I know not when will I see you all again in the near future. Living in Stanstead is

not easy. We have each come from far away and lived together. If Stanstead was my home
for these years, then all of you are my family. I would just like to say thank you.

Melissa Lemay
Stanstead College, its wonderful people, and great teachers, have all helped
me become the person I am today. Mr. Simard, thanks for listening. Mr.
VanDyke, thanks for the nickname! Basketball will always rule in my book,
teammates forever, right Meg? To all my friends, Al, Kane, Jack, Tom, and
Mo- You made Stanstead enjoyable.. Thanks! Sophia, follow your heart and

keep smiling. Lindi, you are a cherished friend, we’ve been through the long haul! Caro, I

hope you never forget the great times we’ve had. Thanks for being there. Val, you are a
marvelous individual, you're always there for me, no one could ask for a better friend! Alex,

my love, tu es toujours dans mes pensees. You have taught me dreams can come true. I love

you. Mom and Dad, you are the most generous and loving people I know, without your
sacrifices I would never have had this opportunity. I love you two so much.

Juliana Lopez Fajardo
Five of the most amazing years ofmy life happened here, SWC was a great

experience. I have to thank two very important individuals for giving me the

opportunity of a lifetime, and for their support, gracias LOS AMO. Thanks
to the staff for their guidance and patience. Mr. Chandler, Mr. Simard. Mr.
VanDyke, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Denney, Miss Mihaljevic, I love you all! SWC

was amazing because of people like Jess. Meg, Paul, Clau, Frank, Sam, Lionel, Tom, David,
Mexico, Andy, Sam. S Lauren, Mat. W... Jess toner I’m glad you found OLO. Quickie I'll

see u in tramps, Ottawa here we come! You’ll always be my sista, TE AMO. Grilly you
drunk nick Europeans 737 the Bmobile you are also my sista you goose, I’m still here. Paul
you are not a porn star I'm glad you made every time fun and that you made Jess happy, hey
nice bum, say hi to M. Sawaya. Sam Fo real bampire is it lunch? Mr. Chandler you are the

man good luck with Tammy, To all the grads Good Luck, Chao! Caro VIVA COLOMBIA!

Sean Maas
I’m so happy to finally crawl out of this place. 1 would like to thank Mr.
Wells for getting me through this school. Rosalie I owe more to you than

you think and I hope we continue into the future. Thanks to, Luis, Mr. Pong,

Val, Luc, Roof, Lindi, Mona R., Anna. Mo, Jack, Vanessa, Andy, Simon.
Philip, and Christian, all of you will be missed and I will visit you sometime
during the year. Andy and Simon on the ski hills with me, that was trouble. Vanessa and Tor
what were’you thinking about that break in the city. (Easter Bunny). Anna I still can't

believe what happened at your house. Farmer the John get a new skid-doo, and don’t be
grumpy in the morning. Ms. Campbell, hating all men will not solve any of your problems.
To all of the remaining students, look forward to the GUIDE. And, remember, the years get

better the faster you figure out the way the game is played between teachers and students.
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Luc McDowell
Look how far I ran today. So anyway 1 pretty much owe a lot of thank yous

to a few key people: Sean thanks for making me into an innocent criminal.

Ruth, you are my Venus, you are my fire. Emmet, I love the Moseleys . but

do they love me? Val, Matt, and Ty, Eve never been more proud of being

from Stanstead than when 1 worked with you guys in the DR.
LindiEricaMegan!. Juliana, thanks for our talks, they meant a lot to me. I Love Razan. To ny

day-roomates you guys weren't nearly as annoying as I thought you'd be, it was nice, thanks

To the teachers who cared a little more than what shade of gray my socks were, you know
who you are, and I thank you, for real. Jean, I'll see you on the other side. And of course last

to the cleaning ladies, 6 years of smiling and greeting. I'll miss you all the most. 6 years,

geeze. 4thenxtgen, if you’re reading; 1 thing I learned here; try2take it easy and don’t care

what people think; most people don’t think. Well, thanks anywayJ. -Luc McD
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Jean McDowell
After six years here at Stanstead, I have developed a kind of dependence on

it, therefore at the end of this year I don’t think that I am going to be able to

function properly. It will feel like I have been severed from a part of my
body. This kind of relationship only develops when there are very special

people present, and that there were: to those people, I am sure you know
who you are, so I am not going to say any more about you. Except Luc, a special thank you

to you: and you know why. Anna, sorry for the wear and tear on the Bronco. Ruth, go home.

Goodbye and God bless you all.

Mohamed Mahayni
Inhale. Six years went by unnoticed. From Canada to Syria and back,

memories shaped my mind and people infiltrated my heart. A great part of

my love goes to my friends: Pablo (dejalo ir La Balade), Azem & Sairneh

brothers (kafaa). Mood (volleyball). Coach (pump up), Bilal (pen caps), Joey

(bungee jump). Mehr (first), Dani (“ala rasi”), Louai (lady), Mirni (tawly

balek), Elin (the greatest first), Stevy (chief and slap), Pili (te adoro), Jen (cream savers);

Tommy (Criss DJ Diss), Flash Philly (King rule), Rob (Italian heartbreaker). Big T (600

Benz), Paul (nude sprints), Louis (one more time), A1 (cantine boy), Steph (rash creams),

team Germany (tulips), and team Mexico (Yo soy El Grande way). But I reserve most of the

love to my family; a family of six to whom I dedicate my life. Exhale...my breath is yours.

I can’t believe how fast this year went by. So many things happened in these

years that is impossible to mention all of them in such a small space but I

could write few memories like winning the soccer playoffs, Bball season and

my injuries, breaks in Montreal etc. Also I would like to thank all my
friends, Jack, Luis and all the Davis Prefects, you are the best, Isa and

Gaspe, Val 1 am not skippy ok, Peter stop making weird sounds in class, Ken, finally we won
the soccer league, and then Ruth, Megs, Caro and everybody else, thanks for everything!! I

would also like to thank Mr. Salkeld, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Simard, Mr. VanDyke for all their

help and especially I want to thank Mr. Chandler for being a great advisor and for all his

support in everything. Elisa buona fortuna e divertiti. grazie di tutto. Papa e Mamma, vi

voglio bene, grazie! And finally if want to thank anyone that I didn't mention here and want

to wish good luck to everybody wherever you will be.



LuisMelendezOrtega
The beginning was three years ago when I first came to Stanstead and now it

will be over in a couple of months, I can’t believe I will graduate this year. I

want to apologize to Steve Wilson, 1 didn’t mention him last year. The facts:

first of all I want to thank my sponsor Jah for putting me here, then I would
like to thank Sean. Mass, Jack, Gustl, Kensuke, Neo, Prebola ring man Alex,

Mr. Chanpeng, sleeping in my sofa. Christian te extrano, Isabel . Daniela, Ananiarina,
Claudia, Sofia, Caro, Jimena, special thanks to Matt Whitney, Andy Houck, Sukai, Lionel.

Simon Lay, Benjamin ,Pia, Mohamed Mahayni you are one in six billions. Val I don't have
words to tell you how special you are for me, Isabel. Ruth, Ana, Mr. Salkeld, Mr. Chandler.
Miss Simard, all people that in a way changed my life and I didn't mention thanks.

Mare gracias por darme vida y ayudarme a mantenerla. arturo tu eres my heroe.
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FrankOu
During these past years at Stanstead. 1 have made a lot of good friends and a

lot of memories. I will never forget any of them. I would also like to thank
Mrs. Atkin. Mr. VanDyke, Mr. Simard and Mr. Chandler for being so nice to

me.

JulianaPape
There is a time for truth and a time for justice.

Do you have the courage to know when that is?

“Experience is one thing you can’t get for nothing.”

"The pure and simple truth is rarely pure and never simple."

-Oscar Wilde

hope that you all succeed with your dreams, wherever you are

Juliana Pape

MonaQutob
At last my high school days have ended, but I must say that I will miss those

days. Although I have been at Stanstead College for only a year, I have had
my share of fun and learning here. Thank you teachers and colleagues, you
were very welcoming and made it feel like home here. Thanks especially to all

Webster girls and teachers on duty, it was a blast.Thanks Mr. VanDyke for

having the patience and the humor to teach us. thank you Mr. Jansen, you have been a

supporting advisor, thank you Miss Keeble and our skiing team, we always enjoyed the falls

and the laughs in the cold! ... I will miss you all.Last but not least I would like to thank my
parents for making it possible for me to be here in the first place, and for my sister and

brothers, all my friends back home. I miss you all and thank you for all your support.
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Sirapol Ridhiprasart
Thanks to everyone. This is probably my last year here. Hopefully yes. Say

bye bye to Henry. Ty. the Thais, My Chinese friends, the Japanese freinds

and Nippon Kiyo Suzuki, and my appreciation to the teachers. Mr. Telling;

Mr. Wells. Mr. Simard. Mrs. Harris and Ms Wadleigh. Thank you very

much and good luck for u all.

Patrick Rowan
Rather than write about all the bad memories that I went through at this

school I am going to concentrate on the few good ones I had. Al. how many'

memories can two guy’s have together, obviously not enough because I

know it will be a lot more boring without you next year. Kane why don't

you just tell everyone how much fun it was in the Dominican, we have the

pictures anyway. J.S, I don’t know where to start, well roommates for the year, you know the

rest. Stef, the highlight of my year without any doubts. I had no chance of staying at this

place without you. Even though we went through some tough times together, we prevailed.

There are only better things to come to us in the future for sure. Mom and Dad I really don't

know what to say at all, five years I have been away now' and they have been long ones.

Finally a change for next year and I know I am looking forward to it. In closing I would like

to bid a final farewell to the place where 1 have been for five years of my short life.

Paul Sawaya
Well, this is my second year at Stanstead and another interesting one. Soon I

will leave this school taking with me all the good memories I have lived at

SWC. Many of you, 1 will never forget: Megan, do you want some spaghetti

sauce? Was the water cold grilly? Juliana, Fm never wearing these boxers

again! Juli was it 52 or 57 seconds? Sprinting around Colby at 2 am with

Mo; It was cold! Sam Simpson. Dancing on the bar at Kokinos. remember the glowing

sticks? Mr. Chandler, did somebody say. . .? Mr. Salkeld, for you sir it’ll be “Mr. Sawaya”.

Many people walked in and out of my life but only a few left footsteps in my heart, most of

these footsteps are yours Jess. No longer will l be here to watch the sunset, and wonder, if

I’ll be there as it shall rise, because I know I won’t.

Peter Shen
I remember w'hen I first arrived here, Stanstead College, I was just a little

dumb Grade 9 boy, who could barely say a few proper sentences in English.

Perhaps after almost four years of “Stanstead life” (1 can’t believe I made
it!), Fm still as silly as before, still having a lot of trouble speaking English,

but whether I like or not, very soon, Fll have to leave my “2nd home” for

good and start a whole new life in university while everybody else still has the chance to say

“see you next year!” to each other. To be honest, this year is the best year I have ever had in

Stanstead. and for that, I really want to thank all of you, my dear friends (sorry, I can’t write

all of your names in here), for giving me such a quality time in this school. I won’t forget all

the laughter and tears that we have gone through together. I deeply hope that you will also

keep my name in your friend list and wish me luck for the rest of my life. Farewell!
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Thomas Spirk
First off I'd like to shout out the srtmpc ya'll are the true homies. Stephan

you know where to put it in straight in the eye. Phily you're the true king for

life. Moe keep slappin bities for life and don’t worry about your childhood
memories I’m sure your dad is sorry for his actions. Big T nyc coxsacie. Rob
you the ladies man for life keep your head up kid and remember to come
chili at my crib next year, Mom dad Adam and my loving aunts I love you all. “Live By the

Gun Die by the gun” Tupac. Remember ya'll just hate me cause you ain't me. As my final

words I'd just like to tell the world to die slow before I fall off. (Syke)

Erica Stuart

\>l

Wow. I never realized that the past 6 years could go by so quickly. I have

made so many friends and memories here that it would be impossible to list

them all. To the six-year club: We made it! And we're still alive! Lindi:

thanks for being a great friend: I know you will go far. Jean, through it all

we have managed to stay friends WITHOUT killing each other. Val, you are

amazing, don’t ever change. Megan. Luc, Keely, thanks for always being there when I

needed you. Jack & Mass, 1 hope the Breakfast Union will live on next year. Mr. Elliot

thanks for being a great advisor. Most importantly I would like to say thank you to my
family for giving me the opportunity to have the 6 best years of my life. Mom, Dad, Bree, 1

wouldn’t be where I am if it wasn't for your constant support. Here is a message to all of you
w ho are still here: Make the most of your time here. Before you know it you’ll be leaving

too.

Pia Supino-Mayka
I really have nothing to say, but if I don’t write anything they will put in a

quote. ..like last year. I did not know they were going to do that. Well, I

cannot believe Fm still here to write this. I would like to thank the various

medications I took throughout the year that got me through the months. I

would also like to thank the great service provided at the infirmary, and the

efficiency of the “emi” system. Aright, to those I actually became friends with, you know
who you are. For those who are not my friends, you also should know who you are. What-
ever, who ever I feel sorry for all of us here, especially those who actually found it exciting.

However, I do feel pretty dam good for those of us who are leaving the place fun forgot. So
enjoy post-secondary education, travel or flipping burgers; whatever rocks your boat. Maybe
I’ll see you at the Drive-Thru. If you become rich or move to Colombia, let me know. I’m

out.

David Yoon
It's only been two years since I came to Stanstead, and now I face the end of

my high school year. It’s gone faster than blinking my eyes. For the past two
years. I’ve had so many experiences which I wouldn’t have had at home.
Furthermore, I have met and gotten to know many quality people. I humbly
would like to thank God for providing me with this opportunity. 1 also am
thankful to my beloved parents for supporting me mentally, by praying and encouraging me.
I thank my teachers who have tried hard to share their knowledge with me. I lastly thank my
dear roommate since I came here, and my brother for being available to me when I needed a

guide. Thanks to all of you. One the most important lesson that I learned at Stanstead is to

aim for the best in every aspect of life. When one confidently sets high goals, s/he will

succeed because everyone is able to do so. No one is born better nor worse. “May God be

with you when you refine yourselffor your future.”
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Barbara Bernard

This year in Stanstead was probably one of the nicest, but also.one of the

shortest ever. It's crazy that it’s almost over. 1 want to thank my parents for

giving me this opportunity to come here, and my sister, who did a major part

in convincing me to come. Thank you so much! And of course I want to

thank my friends who made this year so special to me: Mai, we will do our

shopping marathon. Isabelle, Gaspe rules! Pascale, I’ll always think of you, when I drink

coffee. Laura. Deutsches Brot ist doch das Beste. Jack, the best tour guide ever! And of
course all the others, you know who I mean. I will miss you ! !

!

I also thank my teachers, my squash coach Mrs. Atkin, and my advisor Mr. Salkeld.

I learned a lot in Stanstead, not only for school. I made many new experiences, met new
people and I know that this year will always stay in my memories.

Sarah Birge
I can’t believe that T have survived 5 years here. So many people have made
my time here better and easier. I can’t thank them enough. Mr. Denney, you
always had time for me, giving me hope for the future. Miss Hew, you are, a

good advisor to me, giving your time as a teacher and a friend. Mrs. Atkin,

you single handedly organized one of the best experiences of my life for me,
-Argentina. You have all made a difference.

I will always remember: MAINE,MV (Golby 306,my little Erasamus!), Webster daygirls

(GoonyTon Club. MUNCHKINS! giraffe), Sarah E(our fights), Sarah G, Kara, Birdy. I love you
ail. Pia, thanks for being yourself. Amber, I am lucky to know you. Anna Giggly, Barbara, Luc,

Jean, Ruthy, Luis, Emmet, what can I say? That’s it.

To all ofmy family, 1 love you no matter what.

"It is better to die on your feet than to live on your knees”

-Emi 1 iano Zapata
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hi-Anny Bonneau
Stanstead - a lot of memories come into my head when I hear that word.

Some good and some bad, and that is part of life I guess. Somehow, I’ll miss
this place and the people. It is in these kind of times that we realize how
friends come and go in our lives. Isabel, I’ll miss our 'little’' rip in my
house. Rosalie nos defoullement de la journee ds le tit corridor. . . Isabelle,

ma tit Gaspesienne: trop de vecu pour les nommers, ma simplement. m’ennuyer. Pascale; ma
tite cafSinomane. Ma soeur. cherie, se sera jamais plus pareille a l’ecole sans toi. je vgis

m’ennuyer. Sean: who’s psychologist will I be now? Claudia. Ana, Sofia x2, Mona x2,

Razan, Caro, Ji me, ‘ Mark. Pia, Maiko, Barbara, Laura everyone I’m thinking of right now,
but can't name. I wish you all the best chance ever, in CEGEP, uhiversity, back in Mexico,
in life.. . Love you all Mucho, Mucho. For the rest; Amby, Rob,. . I’ll see you next year :P

Aaron
Well two years at Stanstead, who would have thought

ended up here, well not me. First off. Mom, Dad thank you for giving me
opportunity to come here and also for all of the sacrifices you made. Beth,

Elijah, Josh and David I love you guys keep working hard in everything that

you do. VALOIS one love sent out to all my thugs. Y’alt are the best and

you know it. Peace Dun. Marion, I love you, you made my year one to really remember,
there will always be that spot for you in my heart take care “Chiquita”. Andy B and H good
times. Kara there will always be something, you knowUhat. Bugby, you guys know what it is

about, enough fun. Mr. Ashworth, thank you for that extra kick in the back side it is what I

needed. Lastly to every one that I met in these last two.years. take care I will see you next

rime. Peace Dun,
One Love

Claudia Bueno Rqs
When I think of SC; smiles tears screams hueva claustro & many memories
come to mind. Mona 1 roomie you were annoying but I still love you.

remember when Shannon (Hi) got caught in out room? haha! Barbs actual

roomie I’ll never forget our special da^ys. Ana, Ji, Car, Sof, San, Lu. Isa, yoi

sisters helped me, love you! Liz Mari Tefr(little)AnaP las adoro! Ana mi
oso. Ji 18 is not your best age. Car multi partner. Sof barritos interrupciones (sorry). San &
Lu love you. Dan una frase cada rnanana. Isa party guys en antros eorajes. Soph, IJ fun in

Chem & Math ha! IsaC I hate Swimmers! “Aayyy”(Matty, JJ) sorry you can’t bother me
anymore haha! Mo the greatest? bah! Night-ski with Sol. the best! Sports: Xcountry running

with Car, Val etc. Swimming big time, meets and with effort we kicked them! Jumping in

pool Isa, Dan, LP, Mo. Phil! PT Ana in Mexico the best! Mrs. Telling thanks for room &
patience after the Tuck Shop fire. Miss Keeble - great advisor! People thanks for making
these memories happen! Papas thanks One more time love you!

Anderton Burke
Louis P and Phil ly blunt. # 1 French connection. Louis P, the best roommate
I’ve ever had, it’ll only get better! Simon, you’re the man! German crew,

good times. Tom, I’m always going to agree with you, she’s hot, I don’t care

what anyone thinks. Feasting was fun too, finally escaping the dreaded

cafeteria. Aaron don’t forget about me + bud. I’m Chill with Valois. Kara

thanks for all the love, love you baby. To all the ladies, thanks for making my year a whole
lot more pleasurable. Lauren, 1 never wanted to go out with you. Mr. Salkeld, you were a

great math teacher. Mr. Chandler, you’re a great house director, but not every thing is a fire

hazard. Mom, thanks for putting up with me, I know it’s a pain, when you read this, it should

be over. Rejoice! Dad thanks for all the moral support, extremely appreciated. Jon, keep the

name high, hold your own.
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Three years at Stanstead are finally completed. First and foremost, I would
like to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to broaden my
horizons. Lindi, 1 love you with all my heart and I will miss you next year.

Chris and Andrea, my little weirdos, I’m in charge now. Be prepared to be

late... often. Punctuality a virtue of mine. Sorry, Lindi. Burke, I love

you and I’ll never forget you. Sarah G., my best friend for life, you are my savior. Megs,
Tam, Mona and Seymour, you’re great. Danielle. Brig, Gwena, Sarah E., Jesse, Adam, Tom,
JJ, Mo, Phil, Rob, Aaron, and all of my other friends^ you are the people who make life

worthwhile. Houck, go home! Sa, stop looking at me, swan. Sea, I’ll keep working on my
goal to date the entire hockey team before I graduate next year. 1 LOVE MONTREAL! Mr.
Denney, Ms. Hew, and Mr. Van Dyke, thanks for everything^To all my friends, good luck

next year. The memories we made here are priceless. Never forget them. See you next year!

Brigitte Channell
I can’t beliey.e-six years have already gone by. I feel like I’ve been here

forever, well. 1 have. I’ve experienced many good memories here at

Stanstead. First of all, I want to thank my friends for everything you’ve done
for me. Kara. Gwena, Sarah Elliot, Victoria, Seymour, Marie-Victoria, Sarah

Birge, Danielle, Shannon, Jesse, Alex Prebola and John Laberee. You are all

great. I will never forget all the-fun times we had together. You all know what I’m talking

about. The Pomme, Megan, Juli, Jess, and everyone else who was there, what a night. Last

summer, Kara and Gwena, didn't we h|ive fun? I want to say, I love you Joey, even though
you don’t go to this school. Stanstead pas been quite an experience and quite a challenge, but

it paid off in the end. Special thanks to Mr. Chandler for being the best advisor, Ms. Hew,
and Ms. Campbell, thanks for being there, and to Mom and Dad, Laura, and Sarah, my two
older sisters who have also. experienced Stanstead, I love you.

mmmJlj|
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Isabelle Chavarie
Life at Stanstead is unpredictable, but I still can’t believe that the ugly

yellow giraffe survived the fire. I want to thank all my friends who made
sure I didn't get lost during the last two years. You know who you are. I

also want to thank my roommates, who know now what the word messy is.

Barbara don’t forget Gaspe! Moineau don’t tell me you are playing computer
games. Jack, you are my little piece of ... (le!le!le!) Maiko and Laura you girls are crazy!

By the way Maas, 1 am still cutting my spaghetti. Jean-Nick, je l'avoue tu es l’exception a la

regie des joueurs de hockey ! Jo, tu resteras mapsy et ma eoiffeuse preferee. Val my little

nurse, do you need instruction to put gas? Ruth tells me how someone can miss the historical

tuck shop fire? Luis what do you have against Quebec and maple syrup? For all these

moments we had together, I will never forget you. And finally for the people who still don’t

know, Gaspe is the second biggest city in North America!

Yu-Wei (Ian) Chen
It was three years ago that 1 came to Stanstead, but everything is like

yesterday for me. I have made a lot of friends and many great memories in

Stanstead. Especially with Derick. Jack, Kiyo, Su-Kai, Michael and. Henry.
1 will never forget everything we did together. At Stanstead I met a lot of
people from the different countries and different cultures. My English has

improved so much. I have to thank Mr. Simard - you are the best advisor. Mr. Van Dyke
yours are the best Physics classes. Mr. Chandler has the best running team in the school. Mr.
Simpson thanks for the nice sports season. I hope I can keep everything I did in my heart

forever. I will never forget anything about the Stanstead.
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Su-Kai Cheng
Oh! Three years seems to be a long time, but I feel like I just arrived in this

wonderful land yesterday. I have a lot of memories. Although these memories
are not all wonderful, there is no doubt that they are fresh and exciting. T will

never forget that. First of all, I want to thank my parents who have given me
the opportunity to study here. 1 also want to thank D. Li, you always spend a

lot of time wlm me on the basketball court, Fou, the way you solve math problems seems as

fast as Snapping your finger. P. Shen. your creativity is just incredible. M. Marino, G. Eder, &
J. Lee, it was really fun to play basketball with you guys! J. James, you showed me life is not

just basketball & books. Also, Miss Campbell
,
you are such a wonderful advisor. There are

still lots of people that I want to pass on my appreciation to. but unfortunately there is not

enough space. Even though, ink and paper cannot describe how much 1 mean it. 1 wish the

grads of 2001 the best of luck!

Sung-Ah Choi
I want to thank my friends here. Especially my Korean friends and my
roommate. They were always there for me and supported me whenever I

needed them and were very helpful to me. I also want to thank my boyfriend

who made me happy in this school. I had great fun this year with my
roommate. I will never forget the memories between us. We laughed all the

time and shared our feelings together. We built our friendship very deeply. This year was
very new to me, but 1 learned a lot from everyone who was around me. I want to thank again

to everyone who gave me the strength of being self-confident, the ones who encouraged me
with my school work. 1 appreciate them from the bottom of my heart.

D ANIELLE COMEAU
Five down one to go. It has been a very memorable five years at Stanstead. I

would like to start by thanking my parents for sacrificing so much to send me
here. Thank you Mr. McNamara for being so supportive and such a great

advisor. Thank you to Mr. VanDyke, \jr. Chandler, Ms. Simard and Mr.

Simpson for such great sports seasons. To my friends, thank you so much
for always being there for me: Sarah E. and Gwena, 1 love you guys, Sarah G., Tam, Keely,
Janice, Tory, Sarah B., thanks for the great times. To all of the people that I made memories
with, never forget: Maine, the window and tape recorder, English class, being prefects in

Colby, soccer, b-ball, rugby, munchkins, we shared so much together that it is hard to

remember it all. Finally to all who are leaving, I hope that your experience at Stanstead has

been a memorable one and that the friendships that you have made will last forever.

P.S. Bo, I loff you; Mitra, follow me and Jesse, you will always look like a smurf. He He!

Sarah Elliot
It’s been a long, rewarding five years. Gwena and Danielle, you’re like sisters

to me, Sarah G, Tam and Keeley you mean a lot to me. Janice, you’ve taught

me a lot. Seymour we loved the fool. Victoria solid like a Rocke, and Bridge

I'll miss you both. Isa you've been a special friend. Sarah BC'why can’t we
be friends?” Emmet and Liv thanks for your friendship. Lindi and Andy H.,

you are my favourite couple. Karayou’re a sweetie. Andy B,, good luck. Robbie R,

Stanstead’s done a lot of good for you. Laura and Mona you are uniques. Thanks for the

laughs Cambledon boys. My love to the entire soccer and basketball teams and to the senior

boys bball team, they were good times. Mr.Salkeld, you have been so supportive. Mr.Denney
you have always been there. Mr.Chandler and Mr.VanDyke, they were unforgettable seasons.

To the entire community of SWC, you're a dynamic group. Mum and Dad thanks for the well

of unconditional love. James, (the next Jim Carrey) I love you too.

//
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Thomas Gauthier
My years at Stanstead were great from football, hockey and golf to my
friends which I will always remember: Philv the King , le vraie roi du drum et

pour faire l ire il est imbattable. PT Cruiser Lacroix qui est un tres bon ami
meme si il n’est pas capable d’acheter son propre shampoing. tape, etc...

.Tean-Nic un gars un peu tispide mats qui ne ferait rnal a personne et qui,

lorque que vient le temps de faire les preparation necessaire pour jouer au capitaine paf il est

toujours partant. Il ne se fache jamais et a beaucoup de respet ce qui n’est pas aquis a tous le

monde. LP lui est toujours la pour nous faire bayer devant une deses histoires passionantes.
Roch et Bruno vous ne changerer jamais et.c’est pour cela que je ne vous oublirait pas de
sitot. Rob and Tom are true thugs but guys I think you are the greatest friends somebody
could have. And Mo what can I say you are the greatest. I wil I Torever remember the week-
ends spent at my cottage, the night of my birthday and the road trip to New-York.

Sophia Gericke
Math class was one thing that I remember very well from my year in

Stanstead. It was always a lot of fun. The teacher was so nice. Mr. Salkeld, I

will always remember you! Sports were so much fun, too, even though I was
never there. Oh yes, breaking rules, that was another thing that SC taught
me. and l was a very good student! But 1 never got caught! The cafeteria was
so much fun, right girls!? To all my friends: Thank you for living and sharing your lives with
me. Vanessa, thank you for introducing me to your little world. Isabel, I love your bed! To all

of Davis: thanks for the dip! Mel thank^ for always being my friend even though I made
mistakes. Cat. thanks for your support!* Jo, you were a great roomy! To everybody who was
in la Vieille Douane: 1 enjoyed my time there! Miss Wadleigh thank you for your help and
support! Vanessa and Tor, I will see you in space! Lionel, thank you for helping me to realize

what a real friend is! Christian, 1 will never forget you !

!

Sarah Gillespie
It is difficult to put three years ofmy life into words. The memories are

endless and the friendships will remain a part of me forever. So. to those who
are leaving, good luck'rn whatever life brings you. This wish is especially for;

GJ, AB, Aaron and SL-T’ll miss you all. LC: I'll take care ofyour little sis for

you. JJ, I know I’ll be seeing you on TV one day. TJ, my mountaineering
babe, I love you! JM, you’ve seen me thorough everything-I owe you. SW, my therapist,

thanks for listening. AP, doctor-in-training, I love you! ML, three words: one more time. KC,
you are my sanity. Through it all. you’ve been there- thank you. To my little sis: where’s
HEYCAT? Sourit, ma belle ! Colby Prelects. I love you ! MH/NH: ECONOMICS . DC : ENGLISH.
Ms. Mihaljevic: you have given me so much-ITl miss you. To EM. GE, AH and Britney-you
guys rock! I love you! Good luck with life KB! DS, I know you’ll miss me. To everyone who
ever made an impression on me; I have grown because of you. Thank you.

Roch Henneessey
It was the better time and it was the worst time. Starting with the good times,
this includes all the attention that is given to students. I would like to express
a big thank you to my advisor Ms. Smith and to all my teachers (hvula sa.sve

gospodja Mihaljevic) How could I forget my friends Bruno (pas trop fort sur
les paris) and Jean-Nic (T elite Quebecoise). I also have to thank Tomas who
introduced me to the school, l surely don’t regret my choice, even if sometimes I wanted to

go back to my good old school with fewer rules. The rules were of course the negative side of
my year, i Aould like to notice that running is healthy and that it was during a certain period a
kind of routine but this has not changed my attitude, sorry I am unique.

Thankfully 1 kept contact with the« ciyilization» everyday with ray cell phone. Thank you
Bell Canada. I will be back after well-deserved summer vacations (everywhere but with the
sun please.) I admire the Canadian climate.

That’s it. .See ^;ou September the 5 th
. Until then T’M FREE! !!!!!!!!!!!
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Matthew Hunt
-

*

In traditional manner, thank you so much to my family and grandpa. I realize

and appreciate all you have done for me. Bugbee prefects and seniors, we
had fun! You guys wanna do an assembly? Nah, me neither. Spencer, just

telling stories about our stupidity got me through more hard-times than you

can know Good times. Kane and Al. you two might not make it through the

year if 1 get the gold plated pizza cutter I ordered! Never pink shoe me again. All the other

people that f annoyed and had fun with, you’re lucky you met me. Thanks to Jimo. Caro,

Mark, Neo, JJ, Sam, Mona and everyone. Ontario represent. Aaron, you'll be an oil spill one

day. Nick, Sarah, Andy, get off my plane! And of course, the person who saw me change and

changed me, who I shared the greatest memories of my life with, and who must know that I

support her no matter what happens. You made me happier than I thought possible, and for

that I thank you. 1 love you Sofia Iglesias. You don’t need a ring when you have a heart.

We're going to sneak up behind the Mexican! (your favourite accent.) It was great.
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Nicolai Hobbs

Stanstead College is not so bad. Sure, some (only on my floor) of the

Prefects are rabble-rousers, but they have our best intentions in mind, as do

the many teachers who push us to do our best. Thank you guys for caring.

The best thing about this school is the people. I have made countless

friends whom I care about and without whom 1 would have been miserable

this year. I know that in years to come; I will look at this yearbook and have fond memories

of everyone whose face I see. I’m not going to name any of the names of the people who
have touched me in a positive way this year, because, in truth, the list would take up all my

.
space! To the most important girl in my life. I’m not sure if I will be able to stand not having

you close to me next year, and I know' that you will be successful at Queen’s. Still, best of

luck and all my love go to you in your future. Thanks to everyone who has made this year

cnjoyable.

Well... Everything has flown by so quickly, it’s hard to remember what

happened. But there are a couple of things that I'd like to say. Football was

chill and Rugby is sweet. Most of all this school has helped me achieve my
biggest goal so far in my life, which was to achieve something academically.

Not only this but while 1 was here 1 met an incredible girl who has completely

changed my life. I Love You BABY. I’d like to add a couple thank you’s as well. Louis

Phillip.* thank you for helping pass all those hours of study playing Marokart. Paul-Thomas,

you got the record baby ! ! Phil, for always saying who cares. Matt, for all those funny

classes...The tilt. And of course thank you Julie for never letting me throw everything away,

Youknowwhatlnrean. -PEACE-

Andy Houck

Chieh (Tack) Hsu
Well, two years at Stanstead College. It is not too long or too short. I have

learned a lot during these two years. 1 want to thank all the people who have

helped me. There are so many great things that happened and so many
wonderful friends have been made. 1 vyill never froget! 1 think I will come
back for another school year and I will miss the people who are going to

leave at the end of the school year. Enjoy your life and see you!



Kiyokazu Iwasaki
I have been here for four years and I have a one more year to go. I have had a

many memories in these four years. The first year was best year for me
because there were many nice and funny people. Steve Lee, Brian Chen, Liam
MacNeil. Woo Sung Sim and many others were so nice to me. I improved my
English because of them: I jippreciate those people, but all of them are gone

already Especially Steve Lee was my best friend. I share most of time with him. I also spent

a lot of time with Liam who was my roommate for one year. He helped my English and many
many things. And all of Japanese friends, they were always there to help me and listen to me.

Especially^Kensuke, Kyohei and Emi. I will never forget those guys: slack Lee was always nice

and helped me a lot too. 1 always liked talking to him after lights out. This school changed ray

life so much. I cannot believe that I have spent four years here already. Those memories will

stay in my heart forever.

Tamara Jacobi
To describe five years of life at Stunstead in such a small space is impos- ;

sihle, This school has become such a large part of my life. Thank God l still

have next year to enjoy it. Thanks so much to my coaches in basketball, t

rugby anil soccer, these sports have made me who I am. Thank you to my T-

parents and brother, Rhett, The skiing and mountaineering have been r r^i.iW - J
awesome. Teachers, you have taught me how to succeed. To my friends, I love you ALL.
Gwena and Victoria, I will miss you more than you can imagine, to my roommates, thanks

for putting up with me, room 317, youke so loud! CampBall you're boy crazy, Adam, freaky

dreams, and Sa, hips and hops! Good Juck to everyone who is leaving this; year; “Luck is a

matter of preparation meeting opportunity.” Oprah. Stanstead has prepared you!

Ton James
1 look back on my last two years at SC and I have to say they’ve been filled

with many interesting experiences. 1 would like to thank my parents for all

they’ve sacrificed and' given up for me to come here, it’s definitely been

worth it. Phil, I’ll never forget our crazy trip down the hill. Dacks was

always there, thanks for all your knowledge, I guess it just rubs off. Mr.

Mac, the best two years of hockey. I’ve learned more in these two years titan I ever have. I’ll

always keep you posted. Mr. Salkeld, WOW. what an interesting advisor. You tried hard,

and thankfully kept me on track. Mr, Ashworth, whenever I had a problem, you always

enlightened my senses. Mr. Van Dyke, “NIIIIIIIICE”, “THAT’S WHAT I M TALK1N
ABOOOOOOT”, “THIS IS HUGE”. I’ll never forget your uncanny remarks and splendid

sarcasm, you are by far a huge inspiration in the Scientific world. This is my last year at SC.

but I’ll miss (OH MAN, The 20it Floor! “YA’S” (Pewee.Matty-“psycho music”.Kane”keep it

STRAIGHT LANKS.

SlRAVACH (NEO) ToNGVANICH
First of all, I would like to thank my parents for giving me the chance to go

to Stanstead College. I would also like to thank Mr. Chandler (I will miss

your Geography class!), and Mr. Salkeld (I’m sorry about that red card) for

being good house directors. As well, thanks to all my teachers and friends

specially Christian D’ Alessandro, All the stuff we did, we had fun!!. I leaned

a lot of things here and made some amazing friends. Thanks again.

'—
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Gwenaelle Journet
These past five years will forever be engraved in my memory, I went
through bad times, good times, I cried. 1 laughed, but I will always remem-
ber the strong friendships I have made, Tam, Sarah.E, Danielle. Tory,
Sarah.B. Brig, we have been through everything together. Thanks, I love you
girls. Kara, Sarah, Paseale (poulette), Seymour. Isa, Jesse, Adam. Janice,

John. Ben, Kfeely. Miss.Stuart what good times we had : Maine ! The Big Apple (speaks for

itself); Phil. L-P, P-T. J-N, merci les gars ! Soccer season, swimming, beating the butterfly

record, Merci Isa ! Rugby! Munchkins, daddy Arabian goat, math class with Andy, window/
recorder. Love Bunny, laughing fits with Victoria. To all the teachers: I won't forget your
Christmas party. Thanks to Miss.Wadleigh for supporting me all along, Maman, Papa, merci
de m' avoir donne cette merveilleuse occasion, je vous serait toujours reconnaissante. Rox,
Ced, Sego, je vous aime tous. Right! Time for me to get a life! I'm out of here!

Amber Judge
This year was amazing. I need to thank my friends and people who have
encouraged me this year. Rob, you are great in so many ways, I love you
Thank you for the challenge! Gros bizou to Biscuit! Janice. I am looking
forward to many more mind-blowing talks! Roomie, we must continue our
musicals! Paseale, Barbara, Anna, Seymour (T look up to your strong charac- i sff

ter and point of views) : Life is perfect. What’s your perspective? Miss. Hew, Mr. VanDyke
keep up the music! You’re great! There are way Jo many memories to ever write down on
paper. But they will all be bricks in my wall The wall of which I am, and yes, you are another
brick inthe wall. ' i

OHN LABEREE
F‘ve years, what a long time! There are so many things I want to say. There

BHPMpfll are memories that will stick with forever. The football and rugby trips were
always great. Burke. Ben and the other Germans, Die Red Rc osterC

and the people here who helped me when 1 was screwing up. There are a few
special memories from this place. The view from the clock tower for the first time was fun.
Also 1 would like everyone to remember one of my bestfriends who left the school early this

year. Christian man I rememberyou. you were like a brother. Sorry iff forgot anyone but life

goes on. I Hope everyone remembers the cool stuff that Stanstead has to offer which
sometimes you have to look for. Well everyone peace out, and remember crap happens.

Stephanie Labrecque
Well, it has been an interesting year for me at Stanstead College.
M.R. . .Angel, V.K do you still have your handcuffs? “Call your mom!” S.G.
thanks for all the laughs. A.A lake Tahoe... that’s disgusting. M.W. don't
date roommates next time! J.L How was Spain with your bestTriend? L.T
thanks for enduring ray bad moods all year. Pat you have been everything
tne this year and I wish you could stay with me for another year, but 1 know it is impossible.

We had a lot of fun even if we had many hard times together. Thanks for all you've done for

me and all you’ve helped me with throughout the year. I am gonna miss you a lot next year
and 1 just want to tell you that 1 love you more than anything else. Don’t worry we will work
something out for next year! So I guess it's you that I wanted to thank the most in this school
so and I also wanted to thank your parents a lot! Mom, Dad, 1 know we had a bumpy ride this

year, but thanks for giving me the opportunity to come here again this year.

'/
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Paul-Thomas Lacroix
All I can say is that is was a wonderful year full of unforgettable moments. I

had a lot of fun with many people. Louis-p still not a player, Phil not too

much of that, Mo is the greatest, Nick is right again, Tom such a pimp, Andy
Burk “Boom”, Pat thank you for your help in hockey stuff chill man, Tomas
the toft man. The hockeyte$m was chill. What is up Germans, Lionel, Simon.

Martin and Ben? I had good time with Mexican toorfsabel, Daniela and Claudia. It was great

year in sports for me, thank you to all the members of my teams who helped me to succeed.

Thanks to my coaches Miss Hew, Mr Jansen and especially Mr Mac. There is a beautiful girl

who made this year amazing and incredible. She brought me happiness every single day and

the way she is made me fall in love with her. 1 love you Ana. See you next year and for those

who won't come back I will miss you.

Philippe Lavoie
Overall my time in Stanstead was a great experience, it gave me a chance to

meet people from all over the world. Some that 1 will remember and some that

i will happily forget. To all niy friends: I had a lot of great time with you guys,

u <d tin. tlinig did because first ofall it would not fit. HL-fl
The opportunities that Stanstead brought me were to get involved in cafe

cappuccino and to snowboard with excellent people. The most important, to have been able

to show my rear-view to 150 people. Louis-P, Mo, Tom, Tomas, Marie-J 1 hope we’ll have

another of those week-ends, including |il we had in the taxi!! To all the others KEEP ON
ROLLING GUYS

!
(You know who you are.). Both ofmy roommates were the best. However, I

had the stick 1 made the rules l

Simon Lay
It was my first here at SC, The time passed too fast and too many unforget-

table events happened to fit them in those few lines. I’d like to thank my
family and my grandma who gave me opportunity and support to spend such

a great year at SC. Thanks to my German crew (ihr wisst wen ich meine) to

Mona “Pam” who always supported me. Thanks to Sofia for a great time in

(Ws) and not to forget the Mexicans. Luis (you are the man), Caro, Isa, Dani,

Claudia and Anita. To my ski crew John, Sean, Andy, and Afro Emmet. I'll miss Jay. Thanks

to the soccer team especially Neo, Sam, and Mr. Salkeld. I’ll never forget the weekends we
spent together in the USA with Sarah (Thanks for letting me be your guest), JayJay, Adam,
and Meags (you almost killed Adam). For a great play crew, Mr.Chandler, PT, Alex, Tor, and
everyone else I forgot I'll miss you and I’ll never forget the time here at SC.

Derick Li
These three years studies in Stanstead have passed unbelievable! Also, this is

an unforgettable experience. Happiness, sadness and various events had gone
through to me in this wonderful place. I wish to thank some people who
always support me during my tough times. Miss. Campbell, the first and

greatest advisor that I’ve ever had. Mr. Simard, I will never forget the day of

my broken teeth and your nice colored under wear! ! The friends here give

me so many funs. Matt Whitney, the optimum roommate, thanks you to

HELP my English. I have learned that everything would not achieve without

you folks, i wish to see you all in next year.
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Megan Lill
Ah, Stanstead. First and foremost I would like to thank fhy parents for their

endless support. To everyone back home thanks for everything. I have many
memories, probably too many, Jean and Luc, one more summer of adven-
ture, JJ, Simon, Lio, sorry for almost running over Parker. Sarah and Amy,

car rides axe always fun. Mass thanx for the yahoo chats. Miss Stuart

thanx for the 1-mails, maybe I will take him to grad! Tom do you need any more creme
savers? Lindi and Kara the childhood memories are endless, and there are more to come.
Paul and Sam are you sure you’re not taking me for granted? Did somebody say McDonalds'!
Paul thanks for everything to Jess and Juli, I can’t sum everything up in this but 1 hope there

are many more memories to come. To Mr.Denney and Mr.Van Dyke thanks for the long talks

and support. Last but certainly not least. Mr.Chandler thanks for being a great advisor but
most of all for supporting me and giving me guidance throughout the years. SW. SG, you’re
great.

Anamarina Macias Romero
Wow!!... 1 can’t believe how life passes so fast! Already two years of my life

out of home. It’s incredible how many challenges I faced, how many things T

learned and how many wonderful people 1 met. These years I had the most
amazing and crazy experiences ofmy life, it wouldn’t be the same without my
friends: San, Lu y Pu I miss you guys, Caro, Jime, Sof meeting en el bano?
Dani, Isa, Marion y SuperClau. Chavas por todo lo que hemos pasado juntas! Muchas
gracias por ser como son! Isa you're the best RoomiRoomi! Mona... uff three days I can’t

believe I made it! To all my guy friends Martin, Lio. Matt H„ Simon, Matt W.. Phil, Luis, Mo
thank you guys for being so cool with me. Mi chiquito Paul-Thomas. amor you made of this*

year the most amazing year of my life! Thank you for supporting me and for always being
there. Te amo. Pa y Ma thank you for giving me the opportunity to be here and for your
support. To all my teachers, especially Ms. Hew, thank you for believing in me.

If ' y '
.
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Jesse McRae
Well 3

rd year ends. I would like to thank my parents for everything they have

done for me so far, for all the support. Mr. Ashworth-Without you 1 prob-

ably wouldn’t be here anymore. KC & SG-Thahx for everything 2 great

friends. AP-Well we will leave a legeqd. Bird hope you fly somewhere nice,

maybe I’ll see you there. Sarah E-Why Women? Geena-good luck. Ben-
orientation burns. The king of CS. Tarn-keep kicking. DC Keep Bo in line. Miz. M-You're
NUTS! JW-Jebu. RR-My saviour. SW-avoid metal detectors. Jade-Where you at? Henry’s-
Thank God you left. TS FF PR-“The letter.” Ty-The best guy I know-welcome to the show.
Soccer-did it in 1. Hockey-next year men. Rugby-hope it went well. M. Salkeld-Pekos. Pat &
AL- You’re annoying. Caitlin F. you’re too loyal. Christian-Fake Kick Uppercut. Pierce hall

sign. Easter Break-Too much fun. Aurghh! Way too many juniors. You're all great. I long

for Davis, Mr. C- Campbellton Swings. Well hope to see most of you next year.

Thosanai (Duke) Mekto
This is my first year at Stanstead College and it's a lot of fun here. I w ill say f W^ »

thank you to the teachers that give me both good marks and bad marks. And
also a special thank you to everybody, especially Christian D' Alessandro

things nit Stanstead about the rules in

school. Mr. Sam Simpson is the best junior faculty member that I ever met, HHHMHI
Mr. Chandler sometime he gives me a lot of hours but he’s really kind and Mr. Salkeld he alsc

gives me hours but I understand you sir. Mr. Simard he teach me everything about Canadian
History, Mr. Van Dyke taught me a lot of tricks about Math 5 14. Ms. Mihaljevic I know DNA
because you and because of lot of things in biology. Thank you very much. See you next

year. %
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permission”

Emmet Moseley
Five down and one to go. My five years at Stanstead have been good to me
but they could have been better. I am grateful to this place for giving me all

the friendships that it has over the years but that’s about it. So, goodbye to

everyone who I will riot be seeing and thank you to everyone who has given

me a hand along the way. “It is better to beg for forgiveness than to ask for

Shannon
'Be yourself —who else is better qualified'

Thai
Hi! 1 just want to say thank you to all of those who are my friends this year. 1

had a great year in Bugbee house as a senior. This house won most competi-

tions between other houses because Me Guyver was in the house. This

house wouldn't be that amazing with out these people: my second roommate
Aaron B, Jesse M, Kane C, Matt H, AI A, Sukai C. Adam P and Mark S. Also

my first roommate “geisha” Kyohei Y. 1 have a great thank you to Mrs. Atkin for helping me a

lot and also to my house director Mr. Wells. For some reason I remember my friend Bruno on
the pool table and also JJ for being my neighbor. Hey! Someone had to give an idea for our

project. I wish, to those who know Me Guyver, a great rest of your life.

Meng-Hang Qu
3 years!! I can’t believe I came to Stanstead for three years, I can’t believe

the time passed by like light. 1 still remember when I arrived at Stanstead

College, 1 met my l
s
‘ friend Su-Kai Cheng in summer school. 1 want to thank

my ropmmate Jean-Nicolas for everything you’ve done for me. Thanks to all

of my friends for making my life at SC so colorful. A special thanks to Mrs.

McNamara, for helping me improve my English in my first year at SC. For Mr. Salkeld and
Mr. Chandler, thank you for providing a nice residence. For Mr. VanDyke thank you for

giving mo.iots of fun in Physics class. Thanks to all the teachers who had taught me before,

thanks a lot. Best thanks to my advisor Mr. Simard. Thank you for all the advice and the best

hamburgers. Finally 1 want to thank a person, whom I will not name, thank you for bringing

me a wopderful life here. I’ve known you for three years; you’re the best person I've ever

met. You’re my role model. I'll see you next year.
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Adam Parker
Well, 1 don't have much to say. I’d just like to say thank you to my family for

giving me the opportunity to attend Stanstead College.To Sarah G, Kara C,
Tam J and Jon J,thanks for being great friends.You make my life so much
more enjoyable.I’d like to say hi to my second mother, Ms. Cindy Gillespie.

s
. You spoil me too much! ! And finally to Miss Campbell, Mr. Chandler and all

the other faculty members who have given me advice,and supported me through the rough
times." And I certainly can’t forget Mr.Ashworth. 1 couldn’t have asked for a better advisor.

You kept my tummy full with your AMAZING brownies, you kept my toes warm with the hot

tub.but most importantly you kept my spirits high with your undying optimism. Thank you sc

much! Until riexttime.

Mona Raouf
Wow! Prisoners were free! Besides this I met many special people. Jime,

Caneun next time be smart, many tears and laughters. Caro 1
st time for

everything with me, PV puky! Sof PV, all talks I did it. Klawds my 1
st

roomy, singing? Ana taught you how to party; 3 days. Isa - he wants me,
thanks for being there. Dani yaa.! Esl(m.c) never forgotten. PAM IS MY
NAME! Sam told you baby is better! To my Montreal friends lots of memories Ka hotel

room. Val love you, Catllou! Van. Soph. town, videostore and more. Isa thanx for the tests!

Pia, b talks, Jan 7 00. Steph bagels. To my boys Phillipo I love you; picnics, strawberry daks.

L.P. Andy we meet once again xo. Sean thanks Simon my little baby, Puerto, we paid the f

popos! Aaron “A lot Of Secrets”. John’s car rides, walks! Mo your house is mine now, fun

times together! Jesse tunnels! Matty thanks for my names stinky puss. Li close your eyes,

Puerto, golf. Many good times Eli miss ya! We figured out PV, 420. Thanks Mr.C. Mr. Van
Dyke, Ms.C ! BYE

Rob Retchless
My years at Stanstead College have been memorable ones. None of it could

have been possible without the encouragement and support of a select few.

I would like to thank Mr. Ashworth. Mr. Van Dyke, Mr. Telling, Mr.
Houghton and Ms. Getty for their constant support. Amber, you are the

reason that I came to school everyday this year. I love you. And Janice A,

thanks for being such a great friend. Your constant sense of sarcastic humour is always
refreshing. Mtang, grow up man . . . :) Good job to the cast and crew of the school play. The;

production was a blast this year, as always! Also, thanks to Joanny, Sarah E., Jesse, Jeremy,
Peewee. Emmet, Pascale. Nicole, Lisa, Tifa. Andy, Massimo, Sirenaand the web club. See
you all next year!

Bruno Roberge
This year at Stanstead brought me to meet nice people but also showed me
that running a school like a boot camp doesn’t help the students. No matter

how many kilometres I had to run, I didn’t change at all. Merci a Jean-Nic

pour le 7h30 no matter what et ton amitie de tous les jours. Roch pour ses

« j’ten supplie parie » et egalement son amitie et aussi Tomas pour ses

ressources presque illimitees de tu sais quoi et tes histoires de chars et de filles, sans oublier

economic (You should ask before taking offyour blazer), Finalement Vick, merci d’avoir

toujours ete la pour moi. (OK pour l’autre partie?!?) Ty man, I won’t forget these times at

Bistro Crescent with Roch and at my house!!!!! Being at Stanstead showed me that I still have

a lot more to learn but my passage here will stay in my memory for a long time. Is that ok Mr.
Chandler or should I turn my music down? No more asking for week-ends. I’M
FREE!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Tean-Nicolas Robitaille
First of all I would like to thank my parents that made big sacrifices to send
me here. My past two years at Stanstead gave me a totally different view of
the world. Money rules everything even schools! I also thank all my friends:

PT(fifi)Lacroix for winning the hockey trophy and showing once more that

Quebecois are the best. LR,pour son amitie et j’espere pouvoir te visiter dans
ton BAR a UNB and Charles who was my hockey partner on my first year and who taught me
that everything is mental (la durete du mental). Bruno et Roch pour s'etre obstines tome
l’annee a savoir si le Quebec ou la France est le Nol. Desole Roch. mais le Quebec et les

Quebecois sont les meilleurs. Tomas pour ses actions a la bourse etses ressources illimitees

de tu sais quoi! Phil for his friendship and for swimming buttjiaked. Nick for correcting my
English work all year. My roommate Micheal Ou for all the fotld he gave me. Mr. McNamara
for the two great hockey seasons. Now it’s FREEDOM ! !

!

Victoria Rocke
I’ve been at Stanstead now for five busy years. There is just too much to

write down. I thought I’d just write a quote that 1 found interesting.

“If you dissemble sometimes your knowledge of that you are thought to

know, you shall be thought, another time, to know that you know not.” -
Francis Bacon

Benjamin Schmidt
I do not want to tell you my life story, and if I would thank everybody I want
to thank it would take too long. So I just thank everybody for my being able
to have such an amazing year which I will never forget. Coming back and
enjoying another year with some of the people from these past months would
be my first wish. THANK YOU AI.I .!!!

Mark Sicard
School is hard, especially when you go to Stanstead. You get a lot of
homework and play a lot of sports. The thing that makes this school what it

is, is the people. The teachers, friends and family. Mart, Al. Jesse, Peewee
and Kane it was fun living with you. Matt, Andy x2 and Phil, that’s what
brohymms all about. Mo, Rob, Stef, John, Aaron all I can say is TO AND
MTL. Mexicans it was fun(exspecially Spain) and all the other people that have a huge
influence on my life. To Jitnena I owe her the world. She brightened my days when fwas
down, put Smiles on my face and took care of me when I needed someone. You're my best

friend and sometimes my only friend. 1 trust and love you .Thank you. Is it daylight. I also

truly thank my very patient and understanding parents. They were very warming and I knew
they’d be there for me when 1 needed someone. The greatest thing I’ve learned is that hard
work truly does pay off.
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This year has been one of the best 1 have ever had. First of all thanks to my
parents who have made this possible. To Dan & Marion only one word
SISTERS, Sophia mi Kuklabonita! The best roornate: Monita. Ana thanx

for listening, Claudina peanut butter rocks! Caro unforgettable memories.

Ji love to have more than one roornate. Jo balcony talks rule! Sof y mi <;

collar? Sam Im going to miss your random visits. Val great talks, Pia Viva

mac] Lauren S&P the best! Tefy Ana Liz mis menas! Cris "tigo” donde quedo la lintja? Ro
cantanos la mambation, Arturo danke gasolina, Beni foto? Mo Phil a night in the pool.

Aaron paper fights m&a talks. Lio love computer chats! Simon Feb break truth eh? Luis “A
special person'’ Martin did you like my present? PT best beau-frere. Matt watch out for

cows! Ms. Wadldigh thanks for always being there. Best Place: cafeteria (C.M.S J) jaja Best

Time: Feb break
;
KC.D.C.A.S) Montreal jafThank you to everybody who made this, the

best year. TAKE CARE!

Laura Thies
1 thank my father, my mother and also my brother! I thank my coaches and

teachers. You will leave a feature! I thank all my friends! You know who is

meant! That was a great year. And we spent it here: So many hours all

together! Will that really bind us forever? That lets me fear! Where did it

go? True, long time there was snow, but what’s with the rest? Did the time

ran soo fast ? And here is what we got; we learned quite a lot, clubs, study for school, and

playing some pool. Some hours of sport. Montreal and Newport! The breaks were great!

What about our fate? If short or tall. 1 thank you all! A last little smile J For a pretty long

while ! Find husband or wife! But please LIVE your life,

VI

Louis-Philippe Villeneuve

Isabel Solis-Navarro

First of all I would like to state a few things Eve learned over the course of

my two years in this school. First, les Quebecois sent les meilleur! Second,

Mario Kart Racing, Tony H are great friends in lonely times. The world is

definitely filled with teasing and hypoprisy. I'd like io thank the people I

don’t like to have help me, push myself harder just to get you guys even

more mad. Phil and Mo, hope you don’t forget the week before we went at Gauthier’s!

Charles merci de ni’avoir montre la culture francaise! Paul-T il a fini par scorer! Jean-N tu v

1’ avoir ton permi de biere! Andy I had fun this year being your room mate but wait for next

year, that is going to be insane! Tom thanks for all the feasts in your room! Those that I

haven’t stated I'm sorry I was out of space! I had a great time with you guys and I hope to

see,you soon. U.N.B wait for me!!

Pascale Vincent-Marquis
Let me begin by thanking everyone I have ever met in ray life. You have all

affected my life in a special way. 1 tip my hat to all my teachers. You have

taught me valuable lessons far beyond the course outline. To my friends, I

couldn’t have asked for better. You have always been there for me. I couldn’t

thank you enough. Barbara, thank you for being my coffee pal. I always

enjoyed our little chats. Jo-Annie, I had a blast in Spain! The Shakespeare cast, I had such a

good time. Amber, you're right, life is perfect! Thank you Richard for teaching me to take

defeat with my head high (licorice also did the trick!). Miss Reynolds, I will miss our chats in

the library. Thank you Helen for your friendship, and you still owe me an apple pie! A big hug

to my parents (all four!). Thank you for your sacrifices. I love you all!!!!
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Seymour Ward
Three long years have come to a end at Stanstead, three years I will

never forget. Sarah and Kara thanx for your amazing friendship. I

love you both very much. TJ, GJ. DC. PVM.BC. SE. and VR I luv

you all. JAW my roomy you’re a great person, I know 1 can be
difficult to sometimes. Dcx and Peewee you know I luv you. AB

you’re not as tough as you think. Megs you’re awesome. Burkey 1 luv you and
remember 1 still owe you 2 at Tea/.ers Mona, just t>e<you. Mo, PL. PS. JH JL.SG you
guys are great. Lindi thanx for tucking me in. A) my philosopher. Ms.Mihaljevic

thanx for supporting me. Mr.Peach Take care of that peach fuzz. Pia

Hair and make up. S.Ward xoxo

Matthew Whitney
I would like start off by thanking my parents for giving me the opportunity

to attend Stanstead College. Along with my parents I would also like to say

thanks to niy sister and my grandparents for all the sacrifices that they made
this past year. This was my first: year at Stanstead and I was happy to learn

so much and made so many friends in the short time that I’ve been here. Mr.
Macnamara, thank you for all of your help this year both on and off the ice. Mr. Van Dyke
thanks for all the great jam sessions this year. I'd like to put one out to all my farming
buddies back in CT. Prebola - CT x 2.

3

rJ
floor. Houck - so is this where I sign up for the

school? Forino - chip? Luis - you are die man. P.T. - Halright, I’m gonna hyper you to da
wall man! Derick - Its so good man. Finally I’d like to thank all the teachbrs ajnd faculty at

Stanstead for making this a great year for, me.

Lionel Wiedenmann
First of all. I want to thank my parents, to give me the opportunity to spend a

great year in Stanstead.Thanks to the friends from across the world 1 found:

the Thai-Connection. the Mexican-Crew (Louis, you should be a travel agent

in Montreal), and of course the German-Squad, ihr seid die besten. All the

Asians I played Basketball with. Su-Kai, Jack Lee, and the rest of the team,

thanks for your support, Mr. Simard and Sam, I had a lot of fun. Mr. Salkeld, soccer season
was great.Sofia and Carolina, Puerto Vallarta rules, thanks for the great time I spent there

(Mona-Golf). Simon, I just have to say: beach, oh yeah! Thanks to my two roommates,
Tomas and Phil, you were great.

And not to forget the Red Rooster Club, thank you. Mo, Phil, Burke and Ben, I will never
forget the night the Tuck Shop burned down.
Thanks! Sec you guys!

Janice A. Wilson
“Yes. there are two paths you can go by, but in the long run there’s still time

to change the road you're on.” -Led Zeppelin. Robbie- your honesty and
insight have been invaluable. You are my best friend. Amber- the philosophi-

cal conversations, the laughs, the insanity. Sarah E- our late-night talks.

Thanks go to the Elliot family for all you have done for me. Seymour- my
fantastic roommate. Thanks for the great soccer season, Mr. Chandler. The Colby Prefects-

our giggling sessions in Colby. Anna and the Vermont day students- you rock. The basket-

ball team: nere’s to the little program that could and did. I love you all, even after the never-

ending road trips. Very special thanks go to my mentors and friends Mr. Van Dyke and Mr.
Denney. Your support and acceptance of “Janice A.” has meant so much to me. Lastly. I want
to thank my brother Daryl for being my glue when I wanted to fall apart. I love you so much.
Here's to next year, everyone.
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Kyohei Yoshike
Five years have already passed but it wasn’t as long as 1 thought. 1 used to b
worried over little trifles, but learning wasn’t worthless. Now, 1 can laugh

and don’t have to worry about it. The ordinary school schedule that I used tc

think was boring, 1 now find a memorable treasure. SWC was almost the

beginning of my school life; 1 will continue to walk the learning man’s path.

On my path af SWC I met many great people that were friends. I learned many important

sill*
' ' ’ '

' Tithiiigsfrom them, and they helped support me a lot. Especially Ethan, Austin, and Paco, I

was happy to be with you guys for two years. Thank you guys! And Christian, three years

was a long time. 1 wanted to keep walking with you for my fourth year too but your not here

anymore. Thank you very much. It was good being able to encoiihter you guys. And I won’t

forget my great Japanese friends, ARIGATOU. I have one more year to do so I won’t thank

anybody individually just yet. Konna bokudesuga, korekaramo yoroshikuonegaishimasu.
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ACADEMIC AWARDS JUNIOR SCHOOL

Music Prizes Grade 7 Elisabeth Anderson

Grade 8 .... Jeremy Stuart

Grade 9

Art Prizes Grade 7 Jennifer Bauer

Grade 8 Kim McNamara
Grade 9 Kai (Jung Eun) Cho

Mathematics Prizes Grade 7 Paul (Yi-Hsien) Chiu

Grade 8 Kim McNamara

Roger Patron-Lozano

Integrated Science Prize Grade 7 Leah Shannon

Physical Science Grade 8 Kim McNamara

Biology Grade 9 Katie McNamara

English Prizes Grade 7 Leah Shannon

Grade 8

Grade 9 Katie McNamara

History Prize Grade 8

Geography Prizes Grade 7 Leah Shannon

Grade 9 Roger Patron-Lozano

Prizes in Spanish Beginner Kim McNamara

Intermediate Katie McNamara

Prize for Most Improvement in French (Second Language) Casie Grossman

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 7 Elisabeth Anderson

Grade 8 Casie Grossman

Grade 9 Roger Patron-Lozano

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Fran?ais Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Jennifer Bauer

Kim McNamara

Prizes for General Proficiency Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Leah Shannon

Kim McNamara
Katie McNamara

E.S.L. Prizes: Outstanding Work .

Improvement in E.S.L.

SENIOR SCHOOL
Mafhieu Lemyre

Anne Mackenzie English Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Marie-Victoria Falet

Janice Wilson

Art Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Marie-Victoria Falet

Economics Prize Grade 11 Tamara Jacobi

Computer Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Michael (Kwok Chuen) Tang

Rob Retchless

Geography Prize Grade 10 Martin Siemsen

Historical Society Prize Grade 10 Nathalie Lussier

J.D. Ferguson History Prize Grade 11 Sarah Gillespie

Biology Prize Grade 11 , Nicolai Skok Hobbs

Chemistry Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11 Rob Retchless

Mathematics Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Lizbeth Lopez Esparza

Rob Retchless

Physical Science Prize Grade 10 Judy (Ji Won) Lee

Physics Prizes Grade 10

Grade 11

Lizbeth Lopez Esparza

Rob Retchless

A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Grade 11 Rob Retchless

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language) ... Judy (Ji Won) Lee

Amaron Prizes for French Grade 10 Lizbeth Lopez Esparza

Grade 11 Tamara Jacobi

Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frarujais Grade 10 Marie-Victoria Falet

Grade 11

Prix Speciaux - Ursulines Progres Roger Patron

Succes Victoria Rocke
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GRADE 12

Economics Prize Rosalie Larochelle-Martin

English Prize Juliana Pape

Computer Prize Gusli Eder

Environmental Studies Prize Sofia Iglesias Martinez

Sociology Prize Ruth Harbit

Political Science / History Prize Juliana Pape

Psychology Prize Lindi Campbell

Biology Prize Juliana Pape

Chemistry Prize Jack (Ka Ho) Lee

Mathematics Prize Rosalie Larochelle-Martin

Physics Prize David (Hyong-Woo) Yoon

Amaron Prize for French Juliana Lopez Fajardo

Sybil Galambos Prize for Frangais Rosalie Larochelle-Martin

Art Prize Kane Cuenant

SPECIAL PRIZES
The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Amber Judge

The Thespian Shield for Acting Amy Gillespie

The Director’s Award in Theatre Arts Laura Thies

Music Prize (for contribution to music in the Senior School) David (Hyong-Woo) Yoon

The Year Book Award Jesse McRae

The Web site Award Rob Retchless / Peter Shen

The Junior Debating Award Hannah Birgd

The Lee Audet Trophy for Public Speaking , Sarah Birge

The Kathleen Harper Junior- Public Speaking Prize Lauren Cuenant

The Rotary Club Service Award (service above self in the SC community) Rob Retchless

Alumni Bursary Award (deserving Gr. 11 student going into Gr,12) Janice Wilson

The Fountain Family Scholarship (deserving Northeast Kingdom student) Danielle Comeau

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award (student who has benefited from being at SC) Alexander Anderson

The Banting Bursary Award (best local student academically) Kim McNamara

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award (a local junior student returning to school) Jeremy Stuart

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award (a local senior student returning to school) Sarah Gillespie

The Billy Huckips Memorial Scholarship (dedication, hard work, achievement, courage) Adam Parker

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Jack (Ka Ho) Lee

The Arthur E. Curtis Jr. Award (top student entering an engineering programme) Jack (Ka Ho) Lee

The Geoffrey Wood Foundation Scholarship (lop student entering a science programme) Rob Retchless

The Ralph V. Merry Scholarship (top student entering a humanities programme) Emmet Moseley

The John H.E. Coby Scholarship (dedication to school, mission, programmes) Sarah Elliot

The Trustees Scholarship Brandon Forino

The Jean Prieur Memorial Award Paul-Thomas Lacroix

The Grade Twelve Scholarship (excellence in academics, citizenship and integrity) R. Larochelle-M./A. Parker

House Director's Award Bugbee House Michael Studii

House Director’s Award Coby House Bianca Bdouri

House Director's Award Davis House Matthew Whitney

House Director's Award Webster House Valerie Bonneau

The Sheila Ferguson Shield, for All-round Junior Girl Athlete of the Year V. Armstrong / A. Channell

The S.F, Abbott Shield, for All-round Junior Boy Athlete of the Year Michael Studii

The Shirley Wolter Trophy tor All-round Senior Girl Athlete of the Year Megan Lill

The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for All-round Senior Boy Athlete of the Year Alexander Anderson

The Wilder Shield (for a junior student with most positive influence) Kim McNamara

The Bowman-Hall Award (graduating boy scholar/athlete) Adam Parker

The Trueman-McFadyen Award (graduating girl scholar/athlete) Tamara Jacobi

The Birks’ Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 Lizbeth Lopez Esparza

The Headmaster's Award Kane Cuenant

The Governor General's Medal for the best Student in Grade 1 1 Rob Retchless

The Birks' Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12 Rosalie Larochelle-Madin

The Pitcher Memorial Prize - The School's Highest Award Lindi Campbell
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Barbara Hetu

After eight years of service to Stanstead College, we

say a fond farewell to Barb Hetu who completes an

impressive tenure as School Nurse. In a boarding

environment, the role of School Nurse is critical, con-

stantly attending to student ailments in the absence of

parents. Her work never seemed to end because student

health problems or athletic injuries simply do not occur

only during a nine-to-five work schedule. In essence,

Mrs. Hetu was always on duty - always there with the

same calm smile - forever unflappable. During her eight

years she gave physical and emotional support to hun-

dreds of students in a manner that was always profes-

sional, gentle and inviting.

As a community, we have been blessed with the

presence of a health care professional as capable,

caring and committed as Mrs. Hetu. She is a very

special woman who has cared for so many in such a

genuine manner. We are most thankful for her service

to Stanstead College. Members of the school commu-
nity intend to stay in close touch and provide support

to the Hetus in the future whatever way we can.

Godspeed, Barb!

Christopher Shannon

Staff Leaving 207 \A\\

Mrs. Hetu showed great concern for both the physical

and emotional health of our students. Under her super-

vision we have seen greater attention paid to the upgrad-

ing of health services and Health Center facilities, in-

cluding the availability of a professional counsellor on

site. Mrs. Hetu and her husband Mike will be moving off

campus, but they will remain only minutes away at their

country home.

IMP



Alan Cline

Alan Cline and his family had a long and dedicatee

association with Stanstead College and he was very fa-

miliar with the school prior to becoming the school Fooc

Service Director more than 10 years ago. He worked foi

Marriott Foods in Sherbrooke for many years and part oi

his duties included overseeing the office administration

at the Stanstead College Marriott operation. In 1989 the

school decided that it was time to review the existing fooc

service contract and to request food service proposals

from four companies. Alan Cline was one of those tc

submit a proposal through his enterprise called Les Ad-

ministrations Alfa and he was awarded the contract tc

provide the food service at Stanstead. He worked tire-

lessly for the next ten years, providing an excellent ser-

vice to the school and becoming part of the Stansteac

family. Last year the school once again decided to review

the food service contract and ARAMARK Quebec Inc

was awarded the contract. Alan is currently working ir

North Hatley and we wish both he and his family all the

best in the future and thank him for his support anc

understanding over the years.

Kit Skelton

Residant de la ville de Quebec pendant dix-neuf ans, M. Padilla a quitte ce liei

d ’adoptionpour venirenseignerau collegede Stanstead . II etaitaccompagnede safemme

Marie-Chantal Fortin, et de ses trois enfants, Florence, Benjamin et Gabriel.

Enseignant de fran<jais et d'espagnol, il a ete responsable de deux classes d’espagnol (8

et9
e annees ).dedeux classesde francais, langue seconde(7c

,8
i:

et 1 P anneesjetd’ une classf

de francais. langue matemelle ( 1 (F). II a aussi ete entralneurde soccer de Fequipe bantan

Fautomne passe et responsable des activites sportives cet hiver (Intramurals).

M. Padillaaeu une annee fructueuse et riche d’experiences de toutes sortes comrae not

tous a Stanstead. Traducteur experiment^,M. Padilla representait une personne ressoura

dans notredepartementconcemant les subtilites de la langue francaise. 11 pouvait explique

avec verve les exceptionsde la belle langue deMoliere. Travailleurdiligentetmethodique

M. Padilla a mis beaucoup d’ardeur a la tache. H m’a souvent dit qu’il etait fier de voir i

quel point ses eleves d’espagnol s’amelioraient!

U m’a fait savoir qu’il aimerait travailler a Montreal ou a Ottawa pour beneftcier de

avantages culturels que la ville procure. Detenteur d'une maitrise en linguistique, il a egalement Fintention de terminer sa these di

doctorat sur la phonologie de la langue francaise. Nous le remercions pour tous ses efforts et nous lui souhaitons beaucoup de succe

dans ses projets d’avenir! Claudine Chaitrand
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Jennifer McCurdy

Jennifer McCurdy has been a part of the Stanstead community since 1996. Her

first year at the College she assumed the responsibility of Colby Assistant House

Director and then became House Director. In that time, she devoted her energy to

residential life by organizing camping hips for her dorm, baking cookies and doing

other “little things” that make a dorm a home. Her care and concent for her girls is

reflected in the comments made by past and present Colby girls that attest to her

caring and nurturing nature.

Jennifer has been a member of the Languages Department since her arrival;

teachingjuniors and seniors the intricacies ofthe French language. Herotheractivities

included leading the Improvisation Club, taking students to competitions in Montreal

and hosting other schools here. She spent some of her summers, like most teachers,

upgrading her teaching specialty as well as her lifeguarding skills which aided her

role as coach and lifeguard to the Swim Team. She gave freely of her time this past

summer to the Language Adventure summer school.

Jennifer has also been an activememberofthe Community Sendee program. As

well as in places where she is always readily available to give students the extra help

and shoulder that they sometimes need.

Jennifer leaves us this year to join the faculty of Elmwood School in Ottawa,

where she will be teaching French at the middle school level (gr.6-8). Her cheerful

personality will be as much an asset to her new school as it has been to Stanstead. We
wish you all the best in your new home and school!

Carmen Campbell

Helen Wrathmall

Helen Wrathmall began working at Stanstead College in 1991, and since

that day she has been integral part of the Stanstead community. Not only has

she worked in the school's Tuck Shop and offered her home to house students

during long weekends, she has been a vital part of student life. Helen is a

special person to just about everyone at Stanstead and there is more to say

than can fit on one page.

Year after year, she forges friendships with students in a way that is

impossible for most people to understand. Although she is part of the

Stanstead College staff, she is not at all like any of the teachers. She is like

“one of us” and has been an outlet for anyone who has had anything on their

mind. She is easy to talk to about almost any topic imaginable. People would

rush over to the Tuck Shop during spares for help when they needed it, and it

seemed as if she always knew how to deal with every problem imaginable.

During morning break, a long line would be crowding around Helen’s

counter to buy food and books. Helen never got stressed out about anything,

and she always had a smile on her face.

Helen, you have been there for us for the past 11 years, and now it’s our

turn to be there for you. We miss you very much, and wish you the best of

luck. Stanstead will never be the same without you.

Erica Stuart
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Marina Mihaljevic

Marina Mihaljevic has been a member of the Stanstead family fc

four years. She came to us from Queens University to teach Biology an

Mathematics and to be Assistant House Director in Colby. In 2000-2001, sh

was appointed Department Head for Mathematics and Science despite he

young age. In athletics, Marina has been involved with softball, fitness

intramurals, and basketball. She led the junior girls basketball team last yet

to the ETTAC finals and taught her girls to love the game. In terms of extra

curricular activities, Marina has worked with community service and ha

helped run and make millions for the investment club.

Marina has superb organizational skills, keen teaching ability, and i

always in pursuit of excellence. This has made her a fine teacher, house persoi

and department head. She has also done an outstanding job with thejunior girl

in residence. They always knew that they could be consoled and advised by

caring friend and confidante. The Colby girls used words like incredible

compassionate, generous, amazing, out going, happy, nice, caring, beautifu

smiling to describe her.

Marina will be remembered for her self-confidence and a very uniqu

fashion sense. Some of her more memorable items gave her some nick-names

“Dorothy” (for her red shoes); “Catwoman” (forher black cape); “Patricia” (fc

the long black boots). Her recent penchant for car accidents got her the nick

name “Crash”.

Marina will be remembered by those who remain and those sh

taught and interacted with as an amazing friend, enthusiastic teacher, and a caring person. She was always willin

to put others needs before her own. She was a faculty member who spent hours both on and off duty with her girls

Theses qualities are what makes Marina so special and why she will be so missed. Marina is leaving Stanstead t

go to Toronto where she will teach Biology at the Toronto French School. Marina made the choice to go back t

Ontario to be closer to family and friends.

Best wishes, Marina, on behalf of the Stanstead faculty and students, and best of luck in your new life in th

big city. Enjoy!

Emilie Simard

Diana Stuart

Diana arrived from Enniskillen, Northern Ireland, with a sharp accent and strong personality.

Throughout the year she was referred to as Miss Stuart, Miss Simpson, Stuart, Gappette, Diana,

or Di. She quickly and efficiently took on her role in Colby house, even with major cramped

living arrangements, which in the end worked out to her benefit (you get my drift! !?). She was

actively involved in the Arts programme, ESL, Cross-Country Running, Senior Basketball,

Fitness/Training programme, and Babysitting 101. Those who know Diana know that she has

a great sense of humour, deep sense of loyalty to those she cares about, efficiency at planning

many a last minute trip for both herself and those around her, she is fun to be around, and her

egotism is not real! ! ! ! Diana’s year at Stanstead has had some of its own trials and tribulations

but she has always been able to bounce back. Way to go Diana, your bowling has greatly

improved over the year! We’ll miss your howl. Best of luck in your future endeavours!

Marina Mihaljevic
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Graham Chandler
Mr. Chandler was hired late in the summer of 1997 to fill the newly

vacant position of geography teacher for the 1997-98 school year. He
suited the position well, as he had a background in teaching social studies.

He also had extensive experience coaching soccer from youth to university

level and could fill the opening in senior boys’ soccer. After a few months

boarding at a house down the street. Peach moved into the grey duplex (ant

side) and began his career at Stanstead. He brought a keenness and positive

spirit to everything he did. His expectation level of students in his classes

and athletes on his teams was one of total commitment. It was an

expectation that he had of himself as well. The students fed upon this and

always gave Mr. Chandler their best effort. He walked the halls with a

positive smile saying hello to everyone and making everyone feel impor-

tant.

As the years passed. Mr. Chandler added other responsibilities to

his role as a teacher. He was appointed Assistant Director of University

Guidance, which was a nice title and came with a great office. He dropped

English and added a number of spares (oops ! I mean Career Ed. classes ) to

his schedule. We were never quite sure what he did in Guidance, but he and

Mr, Denney did their best to represent the school well at NEACAC and

Dialogue Conferences.

Mr. Chandler, always a sucker for a challenge, stepped forward to

fill the position of House Director of Davis for the past two years. There,

again, he brought a level of discipline and expectation to the residence. As

the largest house in the school, many believe that as Davis goes, so goes the

school. Graham ( who ? ) and his Assistant, Mr. Salkeld, succeeded in

obtaining a positive atmosphere in Davis and maintained a strong level of

discipline throughout their tenure.

Mr. Chandler coached the senior boys’ soccer team for three years

and switched over to senior girls’ for his final year, taking them to the

ET1AC finals this past season. In the winter, he spent four years with the hockey programme, assisting with all teams, including

Bantam, Junior, Girls, and Seniors. In the spring, despite fulfilling his athletic commitment in the previous two terms, he gave of his

free time to help establish and run the golfteam in the spring term for the past three years. Peach was involved in many extra-curricular

activities during his time at Stanstead, but the list would be too long and detailed to describe here.

After four great years, and despite his maritime background. Mr. Chandler will be missed by students and faculty alike. He
is a good friend to many. He is always willing to help and support others and has the best interest of the school in mind at all times.

People of Mr. Chandler’s style and substance come along only once in a while. We would like to have him at Stanstead for many
years to come, but Mr. Chandler has accepted a soccer head coaching position with the Lady Tigers of Dalhousie University in Halifax,

Nova Scotia. This will bring him closer to family, friends, and a very special lady. We understand completely. With much love and

respect,

The Sub-Committee

Sam Simpson
Sam Simpson is the best male GAP student we have ever had at this school. Period. Sam arrived and moved
into Davis Suite # 217, the most prized (and only locked) room in the house with a private bathroom. His

official roles were to work with Phys. Ed., athletic administration, computer supervision, and duties in

residence. Sam also was the assistant coach of Senior Boys’ Soccer, Senior Boys’ Basketball and Senior

Girls’ Rugby. His unofficial duties were to be social convenor and arrange sub-committee meetings. He
became Mr. Simard’ s personal assistant and helped run the CAIS tourney and ran numerous errands to offices

and the dep. He reduced his work load as the year went on, opting out of basically anything requiring him
to wake before noon.

Sam’s athletic ability made him a natural coach. He worked well in his areas of expertise - soccer and rugby,

and became competent as basketball “allenatore.” He took care of many tasks in the athletic department

which helped Mr. Mac and myself and was always there with a funny comment or open the window if

necessary.

While a great worker, Sam developed a reputation as humorously incompetent in other ways: leaving my
deep freezer open for three days, faxing the blank side of pages, and slamming and breaking my car's trunk.

He managed to be in the tough role of a young person whose peer group was both student and staff. He has made many friends among
the senior students. He also hung out with staff around campus, Sherbrooke. Montreal, Toronto. Las Vegas, and on tournament trips,

and fit right in as well. He understood his role and the unique position he was in and carried himself with a friendly maturity rarely

seen in a person of his age. Sam returns to England to pursue university studies in Economics at Sheffield.

Best of luck Gappie, in all that you do.
jyjj. Simard Staff Leaving 211



Leila Atkin

Leila Atkin departs the Faculty on a year’s leave-of-absence to

spend time with her father in Hawaii. She has had connections with the

College for over ten years since her son, Michael, joined the School,

followed, three years later, by his brother Peter. Already extremely active

in education in the area (especially with her work for the St Francis Literary

Council), Leila first taught with us when she substituted for Dorothy
Duncan’s absence in 1 994/5. At this time, she offered a full range ofEnglish

courses, based on her own extensive education and life experiences, as well

as all the extra-curricular activities for which she has demonstrated such
passion. She returned to the School as Admissions Assistant and part-time

teacher in 1997 and has worked full-time since 1999.

Leila has demonstrated excellence to students and colleagues alike,

not only in academics, which remains her first ‘love’, but also through an
amazing range of athletic and co-curricular pursuits. These include tennis,

riding, skiing, squash, snorkelling, SCUBA, kayaking, hiking. Community
Service and Public Speaking and Debating, most of which she has managed
to share with the students, and other faculty members, at many different

levels. Fundamentally a very dedicated and caring teacher, she exercises the

highest degree of commitment and professionalism in all the many aspects

of her involvement, even to the extent that it is hard to imagine how she managed to make it home to Georgeville very often.

Positive, energetic and versatile, she has contributed in a multitude of ways to the life and morale of the School. Her enthusiasm
for preparing students and facilitating competition in Public Speaking is representative of all her endeavours. With patience,

persistence and the unselfish gift of her time and experience, she has caused this activity to flourish both as a ‘Club’ and part of
the English Programme, so that her proteges continue to gain recognition in the area, the Province and beyond.

In the relatively short time that she has worked at Stanstead, Leila has endeared herself to students and colleagues alike.

We sincerely hope that her absence is as short as possible and that we may have the pleasure of working with her again in the

not-too-distant future. Geoffrey Telling

Tracy Keeble

Tracy Keeble joined the teaching faculty of Stanstead

College for a second time for the 1999- 2000 year. She has

proved to be an invaluable member of the Math Science depart-

ment and of the faculty. When one thinks of Tracy, words such

as professional, meticulous and efficient are often the first that

come to mind. Tracy is someone who has a great interest in the

teaching of Mathematics, and this is seen through her participa-

tion in MAPCO. QAMT and NCMT. The importance of these

associations and the conferences she has attended, may seem
limited to the average Stanstead student, but the ideas, resources

and changes to curriculum that Tracy has relayed to her col-

leagues have proved invaluable, helping to make her such a

knowledgeable resourceful and respected assistant head of

department.

However, to limit Tracy’s epitaph, to the classroom

would be an injustice. Although she has spent countless hours

tutoring and giving extra help, she has been a keen participator

in all facets of school life. She coached the Junior and Bantam
girl’s Soccer and lead the cross-country skiers, participated in the community service programme, created the craft club

and ran the bowling club. In all these programmes Tracy participated with a keenness that is so important to the success

of extracurricular activities. As importantly however, Tracy showed a keen interest in the lives of the students and will be

greatly missed by many.

Tracy leaves Stanstead College and the Eastern Townships region that she has called home for most of her life, to

move west and explore new pastures in Alberta. I have no doubt that she will prove to be a huge asset.

Mark Salkeld
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AVEC NOS COMPLIMENTS

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

Enrigistre ISO 9002 Licence RBO : 1632-0574-04

Entrepreneur General
«La satifaction de nos clients, le succes de notre entreprise!»

Luc Auclair
President

Denis Briere
Vice-President

175, rue Leger

Sherbrooke, Que.

J1L 1M2

Bur.
: (819) 564-0115

Telec. :(819) 564-3178

Couriel : longer@qc.aira.com

FELICITAIONS AUX FINISSANTS

BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES
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With 9Ay

CompCiments

Bridget

Fetterly

Societe Historique de Stanstead

Stanstead Historical Society

Musee Colby-Curtis Museum

535, Dufferin

Stanstead, Quebec

JOB 3E0

Tel. : (819) 876-7322

Fax:(819) 876-7936

e-mail : mccrcip@interlinx.qc.ca

http://www.colbycurtis.org

voyages
bellevue inc.

Christian Dubreull
C0NSE1LLEB

Permis

du Quebec

ET
1650, boul. Portland

Sherbrooke (Quebec)

Canada JtJ 1S9

Til : 819/566-8663
Fax r 819/566-8824

5335. rue Frontenac

Lac-M6gantic (Quebec)

JSRl Canada G6B 1 H4
Tfl. : 819/583-2801

Fax : 819/583-0949

ate : http://www.voyagesbellevue.ca

Courrtet : vpyagesbellevue@voyagesbellevue.ca

m
Equipement de Combustion

Ch
s;, dfpnneflfev: :tuyautene, mec&nique du bStiment

'
: chauaieres, -bru]eurs

r
:contr6les et accessoires

Neuf et usage

1030, Deschaillons, Sherbrooke, QC JIG 1X7

Tel.: (819)566-5696 Fax: (819)562-0274

Avec nos
compliments

Quincaillerie

Architecture

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2001

Felicitations a toas ics fr'nissants 2001

/

. .for wisdom is as precious as rubies.”
Proverbs 8:11

Ct mpfime-tte
efi

C. Ronald Spaulding, D.D.S.

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery

714 Breezy Hill Road
St. Johnsbury, Vermont 05819

802-748-3161
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Sautier inc.
ET ARTICLES DE BUREAU

CONGRATULATIONS
BUREAU DES COMMANDES TERRASES 777

2373, King Ouest 771
.
rue Kin9 Est

Sherbrooke (Qc) J1J 2G5 Sherbrooke, (Qc) JIG 1C6

Telephone: (819)566-5366 Telephone: (819)563-3350

Telecopieur: (819) 566-8656 Telecopieur: (819) 563-3669

TO ALL STUDENTS OF

STANSTEAD COLLEGE

<f|jlSPORT1F
John H.E.

Colby
302, rue Sherbrooke, Magog (Quebec) J1X 2S1

Guy Blouin, prop. Tel.: (819) 843-4434

CONGRATULATIONS FROM

BEST WISHES FELICITAION DE

From
a £&& DOMINION

£££? SECURITIES

Friend
Georges A. Beaubien
Investment Advisor

RBC Dominion Securities Inc

1000 de la Gauchetifcre West

Tel: (514)878-5004 40th Floor

Fax: (514) 878-5078 Montreal, Quebec

E-mail: gbeaubi@rbcds.com H3B 4W5
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Alex-

Like rocket boosters that fall off after launching, we have done our best to lift you into

a new and better orbit. We can only stand back now and watch as you leave what is

familiar and go to shine your own light. Shine where you are needed, put others first and

be a voice for those who have none - especially the unborn and elderly. Remember to keep
Christ first in your life, to keep the faith. There are no words to say how much we love you,

how proud you’ve made us. We’d do it all again in a heartbeat. All our love, Mom and Dad.

“Do not walk through time without leaving worthy evidence of your passage”

Pope John XXIII

Limocar Estrie is proud to be the

official carrier of Stanstead College.

We would like to congratulate all

of the students and faculty on another

successful! year.

Librairie/Bookstore

2220 McGill College Ave. Montreal, Quebec Canada

tel: (514) 845-5811 fax: (514) 845-6917

e-maii: paragraphbooks@paragraphbooks.com

LIMOCAR
ESTRIE ENR.

M. ANDRE THIBEAULT
Repr^sentant nolis6

1075, rue Talbot m: (819) 829-2299
Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1 G 2P3 Fax: (819) 564-1953

Membre du groupe Limocar inc.
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A very special thankyou

to our Stanstead College teachers,

,

coaches, support staff,

advisors andperfects.

Asparents we are continually

striving to seek the best for our children.

We are rewardedin knowingyou are

committed to achieving this same goal.

As care-givers.. role models and friendsyou have

our heartfelt thanks andsincere appreciation.

Local Distance
and long

axe
(8i9) 876-5555

J.P. Fournier prop. Stanstead, Quebec

To all grads in the comming years of your

lives. Remeber the friendships and fun.

From the Spectrum

Raymond Chabot GrantThornton ffi

THE STRENGTH OF ADVICE

Member firm of Grant Thornton International

CONGRATULATIONS !

Chartered Accountants - General Partnership

455, King St. West, Suite 500, Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H 6G4
Telephone: (819) 822-4000 Fax: (819)821-3640
Internet : www.rcgt.com
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-TOITURE MAURICIENNE
-

Eli h&ut die V avec \scpu*» 1

OPEN JOIST

tna*tquMcte

4ou& v<*4 fciecU

1970 Rte St-Maurice Nord
Ste-Marthe-du-Cap
Quebec (Canada

)

G8V1V9
Tel: 1-800 567-8644

1-819 374-8784
Fax: 1-819 374-4527
http://www.openjoist2000.com
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Congratulations Kara & Lindi Campbell -

Best of luck to

all students

and staff in the

coming years.

Your years at Stanstead College have been very

special. From the very first day you attended

Stanstead to the present you have grown
tremendously. There is no doubt in my mind

that you are extremely well prepared for

whatever life has to offer. I am extremely proud

of all of your accomplishments. Best wishes

with university in the fall.

Colin

Channell
Love, Dad

Felicitations a tous

ies finissants de Felicitaciones!
2001

CLINIQUE OPTOMETRIQUE
DE STANSTEAD

Dr Charles Leonard, O.D.
Dr Rene Tremblay, O.D.

620-1, rue Dufferin, Stanstead (Quebec) JOB 3E0
(819) 876-2305 - www.opto-reseau.com

OPTO
R E S E A U

Congratulations to

all graduates

of 2001

A todos los

graduados
de este ano
escolar 2001

.
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CONWAY JACQUES
courtiers d' assurances inc.

620-4, rue Dufferin

Stanstead (Quebec) JOB 3E0
Tel.: (819)876-2027
Rft.: (819) 346-9037

Martial Tellier C dA Ass

centbedu r0|jrUR£

820 Sud, Wellington

Sherbrooke, Que. J1H5E4

1*1 uurimn A S S U R A N C E S

ET SERVICES FINANCIERS

TTe/tnaiid Scafob/iini

^D'uiectm gmmad

Tel.: (819) 566-7111
Fax: (819)821-4257
E-mail: fapiscou@abacom.com.

R.B.Q. : 1678 4985-51

'7JCdCdO-K tdHC&C dc StHKitcad 451, Dufferin

Stanstead

TOAitc o-cc&c a/ StaH&tead (Quebec)

_ , . , . ., . job 3Eo
Residences pour personnes retraitees

A residence for retired persons

Tel (819)876-2013

Fax (819) 876-1163

whstan@together.net

BERNARD MICHELL0D
Owner - General Manager

RONA
“Rpnmateur

Raymond Fluet

A, FLUET ET FILS INC.
Bois - Materiaux de construction - Quincaillerie

8, rue Principale

Stanstead, Qc
JOB 3E5

Telephone: (819) 876-2706

Telecopieur: (819) 876-5252

ARLIE C. FEARON

TRANSPORTS

400 Queen St.

Lennoxville, (Quebec

)

JIM 1H9

(819)562-3473
(819)562-6996

REFU5EREM0VAL, EXCA VATION/SNOWREMOVAL
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With Our

Compliments

Autobus

Q. Sfcfi6y Inc .

RogerAshby
president

2676, chemin Caron
Ayer’s Cliff (Quebec) Tel.

: (819) 838-5468
JOB ICO Cell.: (819) 821-0494

Avec Nos Compliments
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Specialistes certifies

[e i e f eToToTo
ORTHODONTISTES

LEMAY

Pratique exclusive

de I'orthodontie

Jules E. Lemay Jules E. Lemay hi
D.D.S., Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.D. (C) D.D.S., Cert. Ortho., F.R.C.D. (C)

Stanstead College

450, Dufferin, Stanstead (Quebec)

Canada JOB 3SO

Andrew N. Elliot, B.A., B. Ed.
Director of Admissions
Directeur des admissions

91, rue Peel, bureau 100

Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1H4J9

Bur. : (819) 822-4434

Fax : (819) 566-1665

Tel.: (819) 876-2223
Fax: (St9) 876-5891
admissions@stansteadc. qc.ca

(Plateau Marquette) jul333@bigfoot.com

CM>OttA0__
MARC GALIPEAU

DIRECTEUR DES VENTES
Produits & Equipements specialises pour I'entretien

et I'emballage industriel

1150, rue Galt Est succursales: Granby
Sherbrooke (Quebec) JIG 1Y5 (514) 375-8874

Bur. & Fax (819) 876-2303 Res. (819) 876-7360

CONSTRUCTION
GOUDREAU

INC
R.B.Q. Licence 2553-7903-25

•Machineries Lourdes

•Gravier, Terre & Sable

•Fosses Septiques (Ecoflo)

•D6neigement

•Heavy Machinery

•Gravel, Earth & Sand
•Septic Tanks (Ecoflo)

•Snow Removal

Tel.: (819) 566-2266 • Poste: 242

Fax: (819) 346-9292
Drummondville

(819) 477-2621
32, Maple

Stanstead (Quebec) JOB 3E0
MARTIAL FAUTEUX

Proprietaire - Owner

9066-3899 Quebec Inc.

Edmond^ubinville

Service et vente de bruleurs

Compliments
Entretien de systemes de chauffage

of A

449. rue McAuley
Coaticook (Quebec)

J1A 1J8 Tel.
: (819)849-4962

@ Felteau

Friend Pierre Felteau

President

HtfRCCnAnON
Cl IMATISA r ION

917, rue Conseil

Sherbrooke (Quebec)

JIG 1L6

Tel.: 819.569.3695

Fax: 819.569.7596
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1

Gult'Port. Mississippi, USA

Yiiie Mom-Royal. Quebec

.Vilte-Mont-Royal; Quebec

Greensboro, Vermont, USA

Woeiyhsee; Germany

SaimjjEoy; QitEbee

Newport. Vermont. USA :

Newport. VemioriEIISA

Neyvptjrt, Vefm()r.t,,ffSA

Hampstead, Qtfelrec

Mont^rfeO'. Vermont, USA

Montgomery. yefnSroff USA

Burlington. Vehnont, USA
. ,

Agtiascitiiemcs, Mexico

Valeric BONNEAU Laehenaie, Quebec Jessica HADDAD Sherbrooke. Quebec

Benoit BOURASSA L'Acadie. Quebec Dong Yim HAN :

Seoiil, Korea

Marilyn BOURASSA Iberyiljp, Quebec " Ruth HARBiT s Abeifeldyv Scotland

Atom BR \SSARD Poirite Claire, Quebec Javier Aluss FERNANDEZ Aguasciiitentes. M&ico

Slianny URL ION BERN ARD Granby, Quebec Stephanie
' ™

HI -.LIE l.ongneuil. Quebec

Claudia BUENO ROS Veracruz. Mexico
‘

”

Roch i-Mnnessey' Monaco

Keely BUJgLD Coventry. Vermont. (JS

A

Nicolai Ottawa, OTteiti

Anderton BURKE BeaconsfielJ. Quebec Andy HOUCK ArRninni. Virginia, USA
1*

Kuril" CAMPBELL. Newport, Vermont, USA'r Jack HSU Taipei, Taiwan

Limli CAMPBELL .Newport, Vermont, USA Matthew HUNT
"

Whitby. Ontario
; ”

Alexandre CARON Montreal. Quebec Hope
r;:‘‘ L _.'

:

i?| HUTCHINS Georgeviile, Quebec

Siiny CHAN Hong Kong ‘
, i

Sofia IG1J.SIAS MARTINEZ Puerto Valletta, Mexico
'

I,
.

•

Andrea CHANNEL!. Newport, Vermont. USA Shawn ISERHOFF CSiibougamau, Quebec

B rignte CHANNEL!, Stanstead, Quebec Kiyokazw IWASAK! : Tokyo. Japan

Christopher CHANNELL Newport. Vermont, USA Rheit JACOBI Ogden. Quebec

I'm pong
' CHANPEN Bangkok. Thailand Tamara JACOBI Ogden. Quebec

Isabelle CHAVAR1E Guspc. Quebec Jonathan JAMES MHlersvilie. Maryland, USA
Yu-Wei ChjEN Taipei. Taiwan Siravach JONGVANICH . Bangkok. Thailand ' r

i

Su-Kai CHUNG Taipei ,Tiiiwan Gwenaclle lOLRNtr Stanstead, Quebec

Pan) CHIU*

'

Tao Yuan, Taiwan Amber JUDGE
'

Pointe-dtiTaic, Quetiec

Jung Lui: (HO Biicbeoii City. Korea Ht-on JUNG - Kyunggi-Do. Korea

Stmg-Ah V CHOI |S „ In Chon Dong. Korea Yy-Ju KAO Taipei, Taiwan

G.ibnetle COBURN Newport. Venriom. USA Yu-Ting KAO Taipei. Taiwan

Danielle COMEA0. ' Newport. Vermont USA
'l .

Tifa KAZADt Baie-Comeau. Quebec

Laridon COMEAU Newport, Vermont. USA' ; Sony Sim Do KIM' Seoul. Korea

Marion CORTINA MURRIETA Mexico City, Mexico Vanessa KURTZ :• Delray Beach, Florida, USA

Alex 'Bisiy. COI KT MORIN '

Lac Megantie, Quebec John LABEREE Ayer's Cliff. Quebec

Javier A
‘ CRaVIOTO GARCIA Mexico City. Mexico Melissa , . , „ EABONTE Siamettd, Quebec

Theodore Cleary Magog. Quebec" Stephanie LABRECQUE-SAGAN ISH BoischateL Quebec

Kane CUENANT Paftn Beach. Florida;USA Paul-Thomas LACROIX Cap d'Espoir. Quebec

1 ..mu it TUONAN 1 Palm Beach. Florida. USA Jcan-Miche! LANOT , Stanstead. Quebec

Alexandre D"AMOUR Magog, Quebec Sandrine LANOT
* '

' "
'

:T g Stanstead, Quebec

Arturo DE LAS PUENTES Mexico City. Mexico Rosalie LAROCHELLE-MARTIN Cap-dc- 1 a-Madeleine. Quebec

Nicole DESJARDINS Newport. Vermont. USA Jimena LASA AGUILAR Cancun, Mexico

< lit i, DOWNING
.

Derby Line. Vermont, USA Pliilippe LAVOIE Amos. Quebec

Christopher DREHER Hudson Heights. Quebec Simon LAY OberrohweiL Germany

Gitstl A ; EDER Numberg. Germany Sarah LEBLANC Magog, Quebec

Janie- ELLIOT Stanstead, Quebec Eu-Cben LEE ^ Brossard. Quebec

Sarah ELLIOT Stanstead. Quebec Jack LEE tsuen Wan, N.T.,Hong Kon{

Mautu vv EM RICH Jay. Vermont, L'SA Judy Ji Won LEE > Kwang iang-Doivg. Ktjrca
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Seuhg Ki LEE

Julie LEMAY
Marie-Eve I.b.MAY

Melissa
.

I.CMAY
Pnsulla LBMfPLX

Martin I FMYRE
MaWta LFMYRE

M^T^be '

y
MonMal, Quebec Kim

Hctgna
, .

inc

i)(-nck 1.1 ,Noe), Point, Hong Kong^
^

Pvtcr

RI-TCIi LESS

RTDHIPRASART

RIDLLY

ROBE.RGF

ROUITAII LI.

ROCKE
RONSSb

ROSS

hMfIX . HEBA

Megan, ,
I H 1.

Dea-Ymm LiM

IX’a Young” L1M

T'V-Y u l II

Uib

I USSR

...aga

Z ESPARZA

Ifajardl tnnstead, Quebec

embroke Pines. Florida. USA

MAAS
M Ai I V

I .

.

nvuuijn

Jamie

bmia.USA.

SCHMIDT

SHANNON
SHEN

S1EMSEN

SMITH

SOUS
f* *
RO

fpm
Molutmed

Dominick

Alev

t/fl'si!

NLAHA

MALA

Puehia, Mexicp

lartfts Bay. Qud

Jean-J rancoL

lean

MARINO
marroth.
MATH1EU

*

MCDOWELL
:

t MCNAMARA
MCNAMARA
MCRAE
S 1! K ro

Freeport. Grand Bahamas

Newport. Vermont. USA

Newport, Vermont, USA

Stahstead. Quebec

StansteatL Quebec

Catnpbellton. Now Brunswick

Jutaiak. Thailand

Erica ,

Jeremy

Michael

Rcuiy

Shih-Hsrang

Pia

Michael

. Marie-Michete

Matliien

Annie !

Laura

Anthony

Maiko

STAN1FORTH

mfXRT

STUART

STUDLI

STUDLI

SUN

SUP1NO-MAYKA

TANG
THlkfAUtl

THERIAULT

thibeaUlt

I HILLS

THUJN

TOYAMA

S’tanstead. Quebec

Bangkok, Thailand

St. .iyuisbu*y. Vermont, USA

Outremoat, Quebec

Gtanby. Quebec

Magog. Quebep
1

K trklanU, Quebec ,

Roiiue-Claire. Qucbiic

Burlington. Ontario

Ayer's Cliff, Quebec

Villc Mont-Royal. Quebec

Altcna, Germany

StansteaA’ Quebec
L^:'- S

'”
'.

;
J 2. •

'
. Ni

Chung 1 i, Taiwan

New York., NY. USA

PierretVmJs. Quebec

Hamburg, Germany

‘Newport. Vermont, USA

Mexico City. Mexico

rafite-Claire. Quebec

Newport, Vermont, USA

Stait'tead. Quebec

Ayer's CHIT. Quebec

Veflisejen-Quebec, Quebec

Venise-en-Quebee. Quebec

Taipei. Taiwan

Ottawa. Ontario

Dol lard. ties Ormeaux, Quebec

Rimoiiski. Quebec

Rimonskt, Quebec

TroivRivibres. Quebec

Chiemirig, Germany

Magog. Quclvc

Tokyo. Japan

ai' MELENDEZ ORTEGA Mexico City. -Mexico Francis VLill.l L F1E .
St-ljauis-de-Franec. Quebec

Emmet /, MOSELEY Newport. VennontfUSA Catherine
.
villeneuvf: .

Freejxirt, Grand Baliamas

€iwixtepher MUIR Knovvhon. Quebec Louis-Phtlip
i V1LLENEUVE Friepori, Grttnd Bahamas

Ashley NEWMAN KtngsUin.'New Hampshne. USA Pusealc V1NCENT-MARQUIS GeorgeVille, Quebec

Tha
i „ .. ,

s

' NGUYFN ., .

if
i

* f ’ '

Mqmreal. Quebec ' Alexander WAGNER Outremont. Quebec ; n

Shannon ! NUNNLT.I.EY . Orafisbury. Vermont. USA Jeffrey . WAN Taipei, Taiwan

Catherine O'HARA Beaconstield. Quebec Seymour WARD Torbmo. Ontario

1 rank OU, C Taichung. Taiwan Matthew WHITNEY Plymouth. Connecticut, USA

I ison QU Taichung, Taiwan Lionet W1EDENMANN Munich, Germany

Menu-Hung OU Taichung. Taiwan Janice WILSON Franklin C’entie, Quebec

.
Mitora OYADOMAP-I ; Chiba-ken, Japan Kyung 11 WON Seoul. Korea

Jose : ,
: PALACIOS PffiE? Puerta Valletta, Mexico Wai Flirt WONG Hong Kong

Joseph PAPE Derby, Vermont. USA Cynthia WOOD Derby line. Vermont, USA

Juliana PAPE ' A
.

Derby. Vermont.' USA Melissa WOOD King City, Ontario

Jung Hwan PARK o „
Seoul, Korea Small WOOD Derby Line, Vermont, USA

Adam. PARKER Carapbeiltoii, New Brunswick - Timothy WOOD SonMcad, Quebec

Rt •. 1 PATRON LOZANO Mexico City, Mexico C ,, * Katherine
,

WRIGHT Stanstead, Quebec

Su phanie PEDERSEN PJNUELA Aguascalientes. Mexico David YOON Surrey. B.C.

Ben(« tin
:

: PEREZ. HERRERA Mexico City. Mexico Luke
; Z

'

YOON ' Surrey. B.C.

Robert PERRFTTA "
Staten Island,«New York. USA Kyohci YOSHJIKE Nagano Ken, Japan

Lhtgueni PETROUSSEVITCH Stanstead, Quebec Vivien YU Beijing CTiur.t

Alex
'

PREBOLA \
Branford. Connecticut, USA Long ZHAO Brassard, Quebec

Mona QUTOB Jerusalem. ISRAEL

kun-Sanutcl RANCOURT Sherbrinike. Quebec r7«* ''
#*' ,

",

‘ s

Mona KAOIJF Beaconslield, Quebec cjP fit' tt’i
? 1

,
s
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Candids



GREATNESS

IS NOT FOUND

IN

POSSESSIONS, POWER, POSITION
OR PRESTIGE

IT IS DISCOVERED

IN

GOODNESS, HUMILITY, SERVICE
AND CHARACTER

William Arthur Ward
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